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Gibbs Class Of 66 Cruise To Bahamas
ST. PETERSBURG The Gibbs High School Class
of 1966 is celebrating their
35th Class Reunion this entire
week, June 24-29, 2001 with
Gladiators from across the
U.S. visiting the area.
The Reunion began with
church service at New Hope
Missionary Baptist Church last
Sunday, and other special
events that took place around
the city. It is customary and
very important for these
'mighty' Gladiators to remem
ber to put God first in all things
and be mindful that He is
mightier than all. This is why
they feel they’ve been blessed
as much as they have, to be

and the true spirit they were
taught to have while attending
the historical Gibbs Senior
High School.
The group gathered at a
central location on Sunday
morning to board the bus
heading for Miami, Florida
and then on to Nassau
Bahamas to enjoy the warm
beautiful scenery of the islands
and to taste the cuisine that

leaves an indelible impression
on tourist. The vibrant food tra
ditions, music, dance, festive
dress, street side markets and
tropical waters there, perfectly
describes a heritage and cul
ture like no other. The class
members are planning on hav
ing one heck of a time as they
celebrate

another

blessed

reunion together.
Please see pg. 11
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National Council OS Negro Women
Chooses Nation's Finest Teachers

L-R: Alecia Slocumb-Bradford, Francine Johnson, Ardena Dixon, Janice James, Dr. Gloria Gilmer, Dr.
Clara Adams and Treopia Washington. Seated: Joanie Davis and Jeff Davis, photo credit: nolan williams
WASHINGTON, DC Excellence in Teaching Award
Celebrates 12th Year! With the

dreams. Their duties go
beyond the classroom, and
often serves as parents, role

created in honor of NCNW

debate still raging over school
vouchers and private educa
tion versus a public education,

models, mentors and commu
nity leaders.

reward public and private

there remains one ideal that all
can agree upon: excellent
teachers equal above average
education. It’s a teacher, after
all that has the most profound
influence in a child’s life. They
recognize untapped potential
and help children fulfill their

For twelve years, the
National Council of Negro
Women, Inc. (NCNW) has
paid tribute to these guiding
lights by presenting its presti

founder, Mary McLeod
Bethune, to recognize and
school teachers who continue,
her legacy by instilling a thirst
for knowledge in AfricanAmerican children.
“NCNW was founded by
one of the nation’s finest edu

cators,
Mary
McLeod
gious Excellence In Teaching
Award to five outstanding ' Bethune. In her honor, this
award represents all educators
teachei's, Sponsored by Shell
whose will and dedication
Oil Company, this award was

SPLASH DOWN!

inspire our children to achieve
and make their dreams a reali
ty,” said Dr. Dorothy I. Height,
NCNW chair and president
emerita. A panel of judges,
comprised of respected educa
tors, parents, elected officials
and members of the NCNW
Commission on Education,
met recently to review applica
tions and select one national
and four regional EITA win
ners. NCNW sections and
members, parents, students,
administrators and community
members nominate candi
dates. In the next few weeks
NCNW will announce this
year’s winners.
Please see pg. 11

J/aoz

q.tll of
OCALA - Beating the
summer heat is a snap for
kids

at Webb

Pool

in

Ocala.

swimming, basketball, bil

The summer program
consists

of

supervised

liards and gymnastics.
Please see pg. 9
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Triplets Return To Celebrate
PARC’s 48th Anniversary
ST. PETERSBURG PARC celebrated its 48th
anniversaiy in May with a
breakfast and special program
attended by community lead
ers and supporters. The high
light of the anniversary cele
bration was the return of
triplets who spent their first
veal's at PARC and are now
graduating
high
school
seniors.
Master of Ceremonies
Dick Crippen shared the podi
um with speakers, Rodney
Gaddy, former PARC Board
Chairman, and Cindy Jame
son, Human Resources Direc
tor with Time Warner, who
discussed her company’s in
volvement as an employer of
PARC consumers.
Janice Allwood, parent of a
current PARC preschooler,
shared her experience with her
son Alec, 21/2 years old, while
PARC President Curt Thomas
reported on the oiganization’s
recent progress.
Triplets, Amanda, Kayla

L-R (back row): Rick Tremmel and Curt Thomas
L-R (front row): Triplets Kristen, Kayla and Amanda TYemmel
and Kristen Tremmel, were
special guests, along with their
dad Rick Tremmel. The

graduates of Seminole High
School and all three are headed

triplets, bom several months

for higher education.
PARC (Pinellas Associa

premature, were served by
PARC’s Homebound Program
at five months and later by the

tion for Retarded Children) is a
non-profit oiganization whose
mission is to enhance the qual

PARC Preschool until they
were three years old. They are

ity of life for persons of all ages
with developmental disabili

ties.
Established in 1953 by a
group of parents who had chil
dren with Downs Syndrome,
PARC has grown into a laige
social service agency that
serves more than 500 children
and adults daily.

Just How Much Do We Read?
bv Randall Thomas
The cultural deprivation of St. Petersburg's African
American population is depressing!
Over the past 10 to 15 years, there appears to have
been a repression of the significance and contribution of
African Americans throughout history. More surpris
ingly, despite the vast numbers of alumni from FAMU
and BCC within this community, the African Americans
have clearly wrapped themselves in the conservative
politism of Pinellas County.
My concern arise from the tremendous number of
struggling small black businesses and the particularly
minute support and presence of black book stores. This
is a significant factor because in black book stores, such
as Reader's Choice, we as a people have the opportuni
ty to read materials which are reflective of the African
American experiences and historical accounts. Without
the knowledge, insight and understanding which these
materials avail, many of us become entrapped by the
'double illusion?
This concept is used to express what actually occurs
when we as an ethnic group are told one thing which
fully contradicts our experiences, yet we accept what
we have been told or promised. Such was the case in the
'60s when integration was introduced. We collectively
assumed this to be a benefit without forecasting its
drawbacks.
One of the greatest drawbacks was the intent to
teach reading but maintain a low level of literacy. This
was accomplished by making reading so boring in

school that an interest in reading would not result.
Presently, there seems only to be a faint market for
reading novels - fictitious books.
Considering, we as a people have been around since
the beginning of time and have transitioned into this
new millennium, it would appear all the more important
to cultivate an interest for reading (Christian, cultural,
and special interest) about the African American expe
riences. In addition, there exists a pressing need to
develop a propensity for reading among the younger
generations especially. This is an important factor
because presently their minds are bombarded by the
'new world pop culture', which promotes aimless vio
lence, disrespect and a lack of appreciation towards our
communities and society. This in turn results in geno
cide and communal destruction, similar to what result
ed from the riots of 1996. Despite the risk factors the
riots created to our community, taw enforcement offi
cials barricaded the Tropicana Dome, which reflects the
lack of regard for the black community.
In "The MisEducation of the Negro", Carter G.
Woodson suggests, "African Americans have become
so accustomed to having to go to the back door that they
now will go without being told. And should anyone
board the back door up to deny him access, he will then
cut a new door to use." This fairly summarizes how
African Americans choose to co-exist in St. Petersburg.
For example, consider the huge amount of money
pumped into the development of Bay Walk, downtown
St. Petersburg.
(Please see Part II next week)
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The AKA AKAdemy - PathSinder Program Year In
Review

ST. PETERSBURG - In
the summer of 2000, the AKA

.

AKAdemy received addition
al funds from the Juvenile
Welfare Board which allowed
the program to provide ser
vices to adolescent males in
the community. The men of
the Eta Rho Chapter of Omega
Psi Phi, the St. Petersburg
Alumnae Chapter of Kappa
Alpha Psi and the Theta Eta
Lambda Chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternities stepped for
ward to take the helm and
oiganized what is now called
the "Pathfinder Program".
The program activities
provide leadership, career and
educational
development,
mentoring and seminars which
promote etiquette, healthy liv
ing and the arts. The program
also combines recreational
activities as well as communi
ty service activities.
The 2000-2001 year
began with trips to the Tampa
Bay Storm and Devil Rays
Games. In September, the pro
gram received tickets from the
Glazier Foundation which
allowed 60 Pathfinders to
attend the Bucs vs. NY Jets
football game at Raymond
James Stadium.
In October, an Orientation
Luncheon was held to intro
duce 80 Pathfinders (and their
parents) to the members of the
various fraternities and review
the upcoming program sched

:

ule. The guest speaker was Dr.
Paul McRae. Several "Values
Clarification" workshops were
held in late October for the preteens and teens, which provid
ed open discussion on teen
relationships and
healthy decisions.

making

In November, a leader
ship retreat was held at Boyd
Hill, which allowed the youth
to learn teambuilding, goal set
ting and leadership skills.
Community service activ
ities were held in November
(food basket drive) and
December (nursing home vis
its, Sickle Cell boot drive and
community cleanup) as well as
a Christmas Social with the
Exquisite Gems to celebrate
die holiday season.
In January, the Pathfinders

Publix.

were treated to an Etiquette
Clinic where they were
.

schooled on manners and dining etiquette. A dinner at Saf

<•

fron's was held (with the
Exquisite Gems) to allow the

COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

Pathfinders to put their eti
quette skills in motion. The
Pathfinders also took a trip to
Orlando
to
experience

an eneigetic fitness and "chacha-cha" session facilitated by

Pathfinder of the Year Award,

any of the above or the AKA

Torrence Benjamin and Justin

Hotline at 866-9436.

African-American culture at
die Zora Neale Hurston Festi

a trainer from Lifestyles Fit

Baufoid. The luncheon pro
gram culminated with inspira

In February, the Pathfind

and their mentors chartered a

tional songs and messages by
The Mime Boys from Orlan-

ers attended a Scholarship/

boat from the Clearwater
Marina and went deep sea
fishing in the Gulf of Mexico,
an activity which offered a les

The Pathfinders will
attend the Tampa Bay Storm
game and the Devil Rays-Yan-

son in patience and concentra

kees over the next couple of

tion.

months.
Plans for the 2001-2002

val.

Career Workshop at SPJCGibbs Campus with presenta
tions and question/answer ses
sions provided by representa
tives of various professions in
the community. A "Family
Values" workshop was held at

:

;-

ness Center.
In May, the Pathfinders

The Boyz to Men Lun
cheon was held in June with

program year are underway.

. SPJC-Allstate Center, facilitat
ed by Mr. Kim Townsel. The
goal of the workshop was to
foster family unity, communi
cation and team building. The
highlight of the month was the
‘ attendance of the matinee per-

were welcomed by Represen

AKAdemy would like to
acknowledge (and thank) the

tative Frank Peterman and
Councilman Earnest Williams.

following men (without whom
file implementation of this pro

Reverend G. Vincent Lewis,
Miami, the luncheon speaker,

gram would not have been
possible) for their participation

formance of the UniverSoul

used the David and Goliath

in the AKAdemy: Randy

Circus by the Pathfinders,
Gems, parents and AKAdemy

Lewis,

staff.
In March, the young men

analogy to challenge the
young men to "get equipped to
overcome obstacles and chal
lenges". Certificates of Acade

attended the AKA Healthy
Lives-Healthy Minds Work

mic Achievement were pre
sented to the 2000-2001 honor

Paul McRae, Michael Clarke,

shop which provided a session
on "dental hygiene", facilitated
by Dr. Reginald Ligon and

roll students and awards were
provided to the following:
Manhood, Alexander Sasser,

"skin-care for teens", facilitat

Leadership, Michael Shorter,

ed by Dr. Cedric Thornton.
The program culminated with

Community Service Award,

Willie Felton.
For additional informa

Brandon

tion about the program, contact

and

Hwjjafts

• Union Academy's First Reunion Banquet, Sat.
June 30th at Tarpon Springs Fundamental
School, 400 E. Harrison St., Tarpon Springs

The ladies Of the AKA

62 Pathfinders and fathers in
attendance. The young men

Bethune;

Upouinln/j

Program Director;

Myron Mills, Javan Turner,
Ivan Tucker, Bruce Chapman,
John Wooten, Cedric Hall, Dr.
Kevin Gordon, Cedric Thorn
ton, Carlmon Jones Sr., Carlmon Jones Jr., Dr. Reginald
Ligon, Henry Oliver W, and

• Grand Opening of All People's TyRon Lewis
Gym, Sat., June 30th, 10am-4pm,
1327 - 9th St. S. For info - 824-5670
• 2001 Education Olympics, Fri., June 29th,
9am-4pm, Blake High School,
4701 N. Boulevard, Tampa

MID PENINSULA IEAFOOD
• Breast and Cervical Health Forum, Sat., June
30th, registration 8am, Forum 8:30am-12 noon

MARKET & REITAURANT

400

- 49th St South
k
St. Petersburg, FL
4
327-S3O9
gfe
32S-S309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
C Sunday... Gone Fishin'
X0MVHERE THE LOCALS BUY

FOR OVER 21 YEARS

For mors information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922
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St. Petersburg
Downtown Rotary Club
Presents Funding To
Sanderlin Center -——
ST. PETERSBURG The Rotary Club of Down
town St. Petersburg, the oldest
civic Club in Pinellas County,
presented the James B.
Sanderlin Family.Service Cen
ter with a check for $1,250 for

Sanderlin
Center Gets Gift

on Friday, June 8th, 2001,
12noon at Orange Blossom
Catering, 220 Fourth Street
North.
Every year, the Projects

supplies and equipment for the
Center's Summer Camp Pro
gram.
The funds are part of the
Rotary Club's annual distribu

Committee of the Rotary Club

For the 2000-2001 year, a
.total of $10,500 was recom

ST. PETERSBURG On Thursday, May 24th,
2001, Tracy Loomis,

Force, presented Lounell
Britt, Executive Director
of the James B. Sanderlin

tion from its' endowed trust

Executive Director of
Florida Task Force and

Family Service Center,
with a check for $500.00

Houghton made the presenta
tion of the dversized check to

Robert Swyers, Comp
troller for Florida Task

to use in their Summer
Camp Program.

Lounell Britt, Executive
Director of the Sanderlin Fam
ily Service Center. Ms. Britt
was also the featured speaker

Classroom Without Walls
* USF College OS Public
Health Oilers Graduate
Courses Through
Distance Learning ---------

at the weekly Rotary meeting.
The presentation was held

fund.
Rotary President Beth

of Downtown St. Petersburg
makes recommendations for
distribution of the interest from
the club's endowed trust fund.

mended for 13 organizations,
ranging in amounts from
$1,250 to $250.
For more information,
please contact Rob Sumner,
Chairman. Public Relations
Committee at (727) 821-8578.

We must welcome the future, rememberr
ing that soon it will be the past; andAM must respect the past, remembering
tnat '.
*.Y'
once it was all that was humanly possible.
-George SiTntaya^a

City Beautiful
Awards Seeking
Nominations —

tance or time constraints?
Now is your chance to par
ticipate in an exciting, wellestablished and accredited pro
gram offered by the University
of South Horida’s College of
Public
Health
(COPH).
Through satellite technology,
the college offers courses at
off-campus sites throughout
Horida and in Atlanta, Geor
gia, tliat would lead to a Mas
ter’s Degree of Public Health
(MPH) in Public Health Prac
tice.
The

Distance

Learning

Qfljc Weekly (£ I)all cnijer
Published by

Cleveland Johnson
.................. Office Manager
Bill Blackshear...................North Central Florida
Business Manager
Allene Gammage-Ahmed

ST. PETERSBURG The City Beautiful Commis

and within St. Petersburg city
limits. Landscaping must be in

sion is now accepting nomina
tions for its 35th Annual Beau
tification Awards Program to
be held in October. The Com
mission is a 15-member vol
unteer group appointed by the
Mayor to assist and promote
beautification throughout St.
Petersburg by recognizing out

place for at least one full year.
Two landscape and design
architects from outside the city
judge the top nominations in
each category to determine the
winners who will be invited to
the awards presentation to be
held at the Bayfront Sun Pavil
ion Room.

standing achievement in land
scaping, building design, and

The deadline for nomina
tions is August 10. Nomination

maintenance.
Property categories vary
from year to year, but general
ly include business and profes
sional offices, churches, ser
vice stations, funeral homes,
and annual special awards.
The basic criteria are that
properties must be commercial

forms are brief and are avail
able from the Parks Depart

The Weekly Challenger Office:

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
'

(727) 896-2922

♦♦♦♦♦
THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.
MEMBER

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc

ment, City Hall, and City Hall
in the Mall (in Tyrone Square).
To nominate a property in your
neighborhood or for more
information, contact Roxanne
Phillips, Parks Department,
893-7905.

T.r

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

"The Blast** Fund Raiser Dance
ST. PETERSBURG-The

Saturday, July 7, 2001, at the

until. Music by “CJ.” The

sible for auto theft, buiglary,

United Inter-City Club, Inc.,
presents “The Blast” Fund

Knights of Columbus Club,
located at 1720 Central

“D.J.”
The

Raiser Dance.

Avenue, St. Petersburg,
“The Blast” is from 9pm

Club, Inc., will not be respon-

etc.
Come out and enjoy the
fun with us. See you there!

This event will be held on
TAMPA - Ever thought
of applying to graduate school,
but delayed because of dis

,
United

Inter-City

tion deadlines for new students
do apply, but the university
makes all efforts to register
new students up until the first
week of classes.
The Fall Semester gradu
ate-level courses offered
through distance learning will
be Introduction to Social Mar
keting (Monday evenings) and
Epidemiology (Wednesday
evenings). Course timings are
typically 6pm to 8:50pm, EST.
Check confirmed timings dur
ing registration. These courses
are 3-credits at the graduatelevel. Internet access and email address is required for
satellite courses in order to par

Program allows students to
complete almost all degree
requirements with minimal
Tampa on-campus require
ments. In addition, the core

ticipate in the Distance Learn
ing Program. The college also
offers undergraduate and grad
uate level, public health cours
es on the Web during Fall
courses offered via distance Semester.
learning may apply toward
For more information
other MPH tracks on campus about the Distance Learning
in Tampa, FL.
Program in your area, the
Students may apply for the MPH Degree and Fall Semes
degree program, or take class ter registration, please call 1es as a non-degree seeking stu 888-USF-COPH (menu op-'
dent. Fall Semester 2001 class tion #3), or e-mail the program

es begin August 27th and end at: distance@hsc.usf.edu.
December 7th, 2001. Final \
Contact Person: Sandhya
exams weeks is from Decem- Srinivasan or Lesley Treace at
ber 8th to 14th, 2001. Registra- (813) 974-6666.

Gov. Jeb Bush
Announces
Intent To Seek
Re-Election-----

Buy oiie'pair of shoes at the reg. price and
get any second'pair (of equal or lesser value)
at 50% Off the reg. price. Mix-and-match
styles - there are no limits!
Saie-prieed and biuebght merchandise TMipeiuded in this offer

to the most comprehensive
Republican anti-drug plan Horida has ever

TALLAHASSEE
(Statement

by

Party Chairman Al Cardenas) seen.

Governor Bush has deliv
Horida. Our Governor has ered on his pledge to help the
worked hard and achieved most vulnerable in our state by
great things. Unlike the typical increasing funding for our
politicians that talk and don’t elders with his Aging-in-Place

SALE

5.49

low sale price

“It’s a great day for the state of

act, Governor Bush has deliv initiative, increasing funding
ered on the campaign issues for children’s health insurance,
and pushing for record increas
that he ran on in 1998.
His top priority has been es in funding for the developassuring that Horida’s school
children receive a first class
education, and today in Horida
tests scores are soaring and

mentally disabled in our state.
- The Governor has led the

accountability in our class
rooms has never been higher.

ever and the restoration of the
Everglades and he has pushed
through the laigest tax relief

Once again parents and stu
dents are gaining confidence in
our state’s education system.
The Governor pledged to
reduce crime in our state and
he has done just that Horida’s
crime rate continues to plum
met and the Governor’s 10-20Life initiative has dramatically
reduced gun crimes in our
state. Drug use is down thanks

KINGSFORD

charcoal BRIQUETS
20-lb. net wt

19.99

15%ofi

AT&T 900MHz PHONE
10-number speed dial.
Hl 1/9301

SALE

CAPRI SUN OR TANG
10-pack drink pouches.

1.88

ever benefited from.
This Governor has accom
plished much - and his record
of positive results for Horida is
long. Today the people of
Horida win with the Gover
nor’s announcement - today
the future of Horida became
even brighter.”

WHITE-WESTINGHOUSE™ 5-CD SHELF STEREO

CHARCOAL AND SMOKER GRILLS

SYSTEM. Dual cassette decks.

Snld In Hie Lawn & Gardra Dept

WMC13216

4.49

150
Maihn Rebate*

100-ct. napkins,
Sale 2/S3

BOUNTY PAPER TOWEL*

8-roll package
Rebate fimted t# Mfr’s stipulations
wwi'us*
r 7 '

fight for historic environmen
tal initiatives like Horida For

package that Horidians have

On safe tfifouglj 7/14/01 j

TIDE DETERGENT
Items shown.

• Rebate limited J
stipulations, ' |

-$2 rebate -

I

M

LAVS CHIPS. Buy one 12-13.25-oz.net-wt.
bag at the reg. pnce and get the second bag MB
equal ot lesset /alue) p,ee

we've lowered prices
BLUELIGHT ALWAYS
WE’VE LOWERED
PRICES ON
J5.000 MORE ITEMSU

I

3

on thousands of .items, so you get
the best values at Kmart ai ways!
Look for this sign throughout
the store for lowered prices

SALE

arts
NABISCO SNACKS. Items shown plus
select snack crackers, 5.5-13.5 oz.
Easy Cheese; 8 oz., Safe 2.99

Alt Sizes #6 flfct. Wt

Prices effective Sunday, July 1 thru Saturday, July 7,2001

8.99 '
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"Women Of All The Essence Attachment
Nations** Breast
And Cervical
Health Forum

FAMU President
Selects Gladys
Lang To Serve As
Interim Provost

In conjunction with The
Essence
Awards
2001,
Essence and Prudential hosted

“A Celebration of the Arts” in
the Penthouse Ballroom of

ST. PETERSBURG - A

and cervical cancer survivors

few hours could add many
years to your life. Join other

will also share their own per
sonal survivorship journey.
• Health information and

women for this informative
program that will teach you the
latest ways to prevent and treat
breast and cervical cancer.
Medical experts will listen to
your concerns and answer
your questions.
The American

Cancer

Society, Pinellas Unit is host
ing the 2nd Annual “Women
of All Nations” Breast and
Cervical Health Forum in

Gladys Lang
TALLAHASSEE -Hori
da A&M University President
.Frederick S. Humphries has
agreed to appoint Gladys
Lang, a 15-year veteran of the
Office of Academic affairs, as
interim provost.
“Gladys Lang has served
the University for 35 years and
has worked closely with two
provosts, James Ammons and
Richard Hogg,” said FAMU
President
Frederick
S.

Degree Programs. She is
responsible for preparing the
Instruction and Research Data
File, which is used in deter
mining faculty work load and
related accountability mea
sures.
“This office is complex
and demanding,” said Lang.
“My past experiences have
adequately prepared me to
assume this role. I’m looking

Humphries. “She is a person

forward to the challenge. I’m
grateful to President Humph

of considerable talent and I
believe she will do the best job
on an interim basis.”
Lang has worked in the

ries for the confidence he has
in me. My intent is to serve the
University.”
Lang has a bachelor’s

Office of Academic Affairs for

degree

and

master’s

degree

15 years serving most recently

, from FAMU and a Ph.D. in
as the associate vice president education from Horida State
for Academic Affairs. Lang,
University.
who also is an associate pro
“I will be an administrator
fessor in the College of Educa
that will keep the faculty and
tion, is an ex-officio member
of FAMU’s Tenure and Pro
motions Committee and also
serves on committees respon
sible for sabbatical leave and
professional development.
In the Office of Academic
Affairs, she is responsible for
handling student and parent
academic concerns. Co-chair
of the university’s Academic
Appeals Committee, Lang is
the Board of Regents’ contact
for Program Review and New

community resources.
• Group workshops in
Spanish, Vietnamese and Eng
lish.
•Door Prizes
• Free screenings for blood
pressure, diabetes, cholesterol,
breast and cervical cancer.
June 30, 2001, Registra
tion: 8am - 12 Noon. This
event will be held at Bayfront
Medical Center, Sheen Con

which free breast and cervical
cancer screenings will be pro ference Center, 701 Sixth
vided, as well as free screen Street South, St. Petersburg,
ings for blood pressure, dia ■ FL 33701.
Statistics show that even
betes, and cholesterol. The
though
non-white women
forum will focus on communi
have
a
lower
incidence of
ty outreach programs to His
breast cancer than white
panics, African-Americans,
women, non-white women
Asian/Pacific, Caribbean and
have the highest mortality rate.
West Indies Islanders, Greek,
Hindu and other ethnic minori When non-white women are
diagnosed with breast cancer,
ties. There will be group work
it is usually diagnosed in the
shops conducted in Spanish,
late stages. This high mortality
Vietnamese and English. Free
rate can be decreased through
breakfast will also be served.
early detection.
Program Includes:
An American Cancer
• Free breakfast.
Society
Initiative. The forum
• Keynote Speakers by
is a unique opportunity for
Akiko Tanaka, M.D., Lucia
Ferreras-Cox,

M.D.,

and

Claire Godfrey, M.D. Breast

women, young and old, to take
advantage of free breast and
cervical cancer screenings.

Shelly’s New York prior to the
performance of August Wil
son’s Tony Award-nominated

play King Hedley II.
Featured
performer
Monte’ Russell, who plays the
role of Mister, joined Essence
Communications president
Clarence O. Smith and
Essence vice-president and
national advertising director
Barbara Britton to welcome
the guests of Essence and Pru
dential to the reception and to
the play. Hostess of the
evening was Essence publicrelations

manager

Letena

ROCHESTER, MINN Many women worry about the
men in their lives developing
heart disease, but few women
worry about themselves and
heart disease. The dangerous
myth that heart disease affects
only men can cause women to
close their eyes to the risks
they face. Women are more
likely to die from a heart attack
than men, and heart disease is

send your name and address to
Mayo Clinic, Heart Healthy
Eating Guide for Women,

Centerplace 5,200 First Street
SW, Rochester, MN 55905.

eliminating or reducing risk
factors. One way to reduce risk

Clinic books are used to help
support Mayo Clinic pro

According to the second
edition of Mayo Clinic Heart

to endure correction proce
dures. Since women often
downplay the severity of heart

factors is through proper nutri
tion. To help, Mayo Clinic is
offering a free booklet, Heart

grams, including medical edu
cation and research.

Book, more than half a million

Mayo Clinic Heart Book is

mentioning order code 177.

FAMILY EYE CARE

DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN

challenges. Parenting training

ing. The lab is open Mondays
and Wednesdays between

provides tools to raise happier.

150, Largo, Horida.

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• Skin Care & Make-Up

Women. To receive a copy,

of heart disease and may be
considered in too poor health

view.
The Resource Center is
located at Plaza Center, 1301
Seminole Boulevard, Suite

Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

Reasons for the high death
rate may be attributed to the

Healthy Eating Guide for

the number one killer for
women.

assist women in getting better
jobs with more money through

u

cancer combined.

disease symptoms, doctors
may not treat them as aggres
sively as they do men.
According to Mayo Clinic
Heart Book, there are many
things a woman can do to pre

Revenues from sales of Mayo

Training opportunities in
clude Microsoft Office 2000
as well as software to improve
typing skills and resume writ

Beauty PaIace

women die each year from
heart disease. That’s more
deaths than from all kinds of

The best way to save lives
is to prevent heart attacks by

ic Affairs, is leaving FAMU
for a new post as chancellor at
North Carolina Cental Uni
versity. His last scheduled
workday was Friday, May 18.
Ammons assumed his new
poston June 1,2001.

$kit* fog? t

Virginia Theater.

years older than men when
first experiencing symptoms

transitional period.”
James' Ammons, provost
and vice president of Academ

1

tial were invited to a perfor-

available in most bookstores or
by calling 800-291-1128 and

grant from the Pinellas Coun
ty Community Foundation
funded this initiative.

Please Support
Our Paper By
Supporting Our
Advertisers Thank You.

Following the reception,

ognize the warning signs of
heart disease is important.

staff at heart,” said Lang. “I
believe I have the ability to
move FAMU ahead during the

resolution of personal and skill

L. Marilyn Crawford photo credit: c. keith reid
guests of Essence and Pruden- mance of King Hedley II at the

vent or delay the onset of heart
disease. First, learning to rec

LARGO - The Resource
Center for Women operates a
free “Express Computer Train
ing Lab” at the Largo campus.
The Lab is open to all women
who want to learn or upgrade
computer skills. A $5,000

Largo, St. Petersbuig and Tar
pon Springs. The focus is to

>

inability of women to recogrtize warning signs, inaccurate
diagnostic tests and age.
Women tend to be about 10

Women —-------------------RCW’s training classes in
Career Development, Personal
Growth and Parenting Enrich
ment will begin July 9,2001 in

Spriggs.

Caring For A Woman's Heart

Resource Center For
10am and 12 noon. Toanange
any computer time requires a
call toMoiraat (727) 586-1110
for an appointment.

L-R: Monte Russell, Barbara Britton, Clarence O. Smith and

more productive children.
Eligible applicants must be
18 years of age and are
required to have an intake
interview as prerequisite to
class enrollment. All RCW
services are free to clients.
Call Moira at (727) 5861110 to schedule an intake or
computer assessment inter

BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations
■ Eye Diseases
■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
■ Vision- Nutrition Therapy

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"
We accept or match most
Insurance Vision Care plans.
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

321 -6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

[STOP
• ORTHOPAEDIC
• CHIROPRACTIC
* NEUROLOGIST
* MASSAGE THERAPIST

Auto Accident, Slip & Fall,
And Pedestrian Incidents

Michelle B. PSatty
O Referral Services

Outstanding Personal

5? I 495-3702

Injury Attorneys

CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

Monday - Saturday
Standard Hours
of Operation

727-827-3951
1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg

We Provide Rides
This Call Is FREE
Are My Services

U So

Don't Take Chances on Just
Any Doctor or Lawyer

accidents@hotmail.com JeveroI location/
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Ephraim Sykes
Smooth Jazz WSJT 94.1 And The The Veterans Of Foreign Wars Post 1539
Attends Alvin Ailey
City Of Clearwater Present
And Ladies Auxiliary Extend Invitation
Summer Intensive
"Clearwater Celebrates America”
who served overseas during occupation.
Dance Program------ - ST. PETERSBURG - Standring at 4:30pm and John allowed.
war time, to come join and
Meetings are held the last
Mark your calendars to join
Smooth Jazz WSJT 94.1 at

Coachman Park in downtown
Clearwater on July 4th for
“Clearwater Celebrates Amer
ica”.
Enjoy afree concert featur
ing smooth jazz guitarist, Chris

& Mary K. Wilson perfor
mance with the Mostly Pops
Orchestra at 7:30pm. Gates
open at 4pm. Fireworks dis
play will start after sunset.
Bring the whole family out
for a day of family fun. Lawn
chairs

and

blankets:

are

“Clearwater

support our veterans group.

Celebrates

America” is sponsored by:
Smooth Jazz WSJT 94.1, MI
Homes “Home is a Two-Letter

•VFW
OVETERANS OFFORElGiUAjyARSj;

Word”, Verizon Wireless, Bayside Village Apartments, City
of Clearwater, Tampa Tribune
and Verizon Americast.

TAMPA - The Veterans
of Foreign Wars Post 1339 and
Ladies Auxiliary would like to
invite community veterans

Tuesday of each month begin
ning at 7:30pm, at the Lee

Eligibility to join the

Davis Community Service
Center, 3402 N. 22nd Street,

Ladies Auxiliary includes
mothers, widows, daughters,
wives and other female rela
tives of veterans who served
overseas during any war from
1898 to the current Bosnia

Tampa. If interested in joining
our veterans group, please con
tact Service Benefits Officer
Gary Ellerson at 230-7812.

American Tradition Inferior Paint

Rated # 1
by a leading consumer magazine

k^SSSSak If you happen to

find a lower price,
we'll match it
PLUS take off an
additional 7 O%1

low
PRICES
SuMUWTBW’

Home Improvement Warehouse
Ephraim Sykes
ST. PETERSBURG - In that champion the art of dance
10th grade, Ephraim Sykes through African-American
was busy with baseball, bas heritage. They are presently
ketball and football, when he
realized that he had yet anoth
er interest - he enjoyed danc

*

planning to build the largest
complex dedicated exclusively ,

ing. Today, at age 15, he is rec

to dance in the U.S., that will :
cost approximately $47.5-mil- :

ognizing one of his dreams
when he joins several other

lion. The Artistic director of
the dance theater is Judith

students from the performing

Jamerson.
Ephraim’s summer sched

arts magnet at Gibbs High
School when they travel this

Improving Home Improvement

week to the Alvin Ailey Amer

ule will include classes from 9
to noon, five days a week, and

ican Dance Theater in New
' York City for eight weeks in its
Summer Intensive Dance Pro
gram.

also sessions at a special hip
hop school of dance. He will
be rooming on the campus of
Long Island University. For

Ephraim is the son of Rev.
and Mrs. Manuel (Belinda)
Sykes. His father is pastor of
Bethel Community Baptist
Church and dean of the gradu
ate program at St. Petersbuig
Theological Seminary. His
mother is a teacher at Baypoint
Middle School.
Ephraim was selected to

his future in dance, Ephraim is
interested in concentrating on
choreography. Ephraim has
already used his talents in
choreography with the found
ing of his 8 member group,
IMPACT. This group per
formed on the Mahaffey The
ater Stage in the Black History
Pageant of Bethel Community

try out for the Alvin Ailey

Baptist Church and at other

summer program after audi
tioning at Gibbs performing
arts school, where he is trained
in ballet, along with modem
and jazz dance. AlexisCobb, a
Tampa native, also auditioned

events. While at Perkins Mag- j
net School, Ephraim was
selected to perform at the '
Mahaffey Theater in a rendi
tion of the Nutcracker. Since
that time, he has danced at
and was selected to participate Ruth Eckerd Performing Arts
in the summer program.
Center in the Chocolate Nut
The Alvin Ailey dancers cracker, and in several school
are the most acclaimed performances.
international ambassadors of
His father, Rev. Sykes says

3 Days Only!

If!

lnforior 100% Acrylic

At Wall FjglSt

Friday - Sunday, June 29 - July 1

Wtas 94783

Interior 100%
Acrylic Flat Paint #94783

* 1797 Regular Price
-s5 Mail-In Rebate
Per Gallon

$12

ZERO
ZERO

payments
assembly on

charges
Until January, 2002!*

After Mail-In Rebate

FREE all gas grills!

s179

On every purchase you make
over $25O on your Lowe's Card.
If paid within 6 months.
June 22 -July 15, 2001

9S Mail-In rebate on
ene gallon, $25 Mail-In
rebate on 5 gallon.

THERMOS.

35,000 Btu Gas Grill with
8,000 Btu Side Burner
#147545

Yard Machines}:

10 gallon limit. 6/28-8/2
Offer good for American Tradition Interior or Exterior Paint

Summer Necessities!

Now's the Time to Paint!

FREE
rw—

\

*20 Lowe's Gift Card with
Werner extension
ladder purchase over *99.
%
Redeemable via mail-in
®*1 rebate. Offer good on purchase through
v,

A

American Culture, having per Ephraim has received a lot of
formed before an estimated encouragement from his
19-million people in 48 states friends. “I hope he will be able

July 31, 2001

17 HP, 42" Cut
Pedal Drive Lawn Tractor
• Industrial/ CommerciaI twin cylinder
engine *Twin blade cutting deck
#00526

and in 68 countries and six to take his talent and let it catacontinents. The Alvin Ailey pult him into a career that will

28* Type I
AIuminum
Extension
\ W Ladder

American Dance Theater be rewarding financially,
reportedly grew from a perfor- socially and educationally,” his
92nd Street Young Men’s looks back he will find that he

GoldStar

• Powerful 5,200 Btu of cooling enough for a 160 sq. ft. room #149216

*119

riTOP CHOICE

V

mance in the 1950’s at the father says. “So that when he

Room Air Conditioner

L J LUMBER PRODUCTS
* Less Bark & Better Appearance
Square Edges for Easy Nailing
• Fewer Defects Than Standard Grade
• Less Wasted Wood Means
Time and Money Savings
• Four

#98167

Hebrew Association in New utilized his talents to carry him
York where Alvin Ailey and a as far as he can go. So that

52" Asheville"
Ceiling Fan with
Free Remote Control

group of young modem when he is no longer at the age
dancers performed; Today, this to dance, he can train and

•Antique brass or white finish

dance organization operates a evolve others in his role.”
dance theater, a school, a sumphoto by Louis Fillyau.
mer camp, and other programs

SPRING HATS

WOODIES AREHERE
Central Ave.
HAT BOX 655
Phone 823-0823

’375 $79
2,400 psi
Gas Powered
Pressure Washer
#151969

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

Your Choice
3' X 5' UoSe
Flag Set

WAGHER

• Comes with 6'
aluminum pole,
traditional eagle
ornament, rope,
and steel mounting
bracket #83953

Power Painter® Kit

• 1z800 psi • Can apply one gallon
of material in 13 minutes • Great
for houses, garages, decks and
fences #17669

HF 9.6V FireStorm”*
Ak High Performance
3K> Cordless Drill with
BE Light #122896

3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Oscillating
Sprinkler

$9»7X" x 90’
Weathermaster®
Garden Hose #75151

#37452

u

■

j

W

(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

Pretty Feet by

r"""$r.OO"O”FF
PEDICURE

Monday - Wednesday

select patio furniture, park benches,
replacement cushions and umbrellas.

Jj/v/coupon • Appointment NecessaryJ
Lowe's of St. Petersburg

Ask for Tony
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

tke TP'Lofs.i.i.Lona/ (/axe Ujoa. dVeed.

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

Intersection 22nd Ave. N. & 25th St. N.
St. Petersburg 33713

(727) 822-8220
Mon.-Fri. 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-10pm
Sunday 8am-8pm

Lowe's of New Port Richey

Lowe's of Tampa

Little Rd. & Ridge Rd.
New Port Richey 34668
(727) 859-9450
Mon .-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-l 0pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

6275 W. Waters Ave.
Tampa 33634
(813)249-6001
Mon.-Thurs, 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday. 7a m-9pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

" We guarantee our everyday competitive prices. If you find a lower everyday or advertised price on on identical stock item ol any local retpil competitor that has the item in:slack,,we'll beat
their price by 10% when you buy frpm us. Just bringys the competitor's current ad, or we'll call Io verify the item's price that you hove found. Cash/charge cordon,d carry purchases only.
Competitor's closeout, special order, discontinued, clearance, liquidation ond damaged items are excluded from this offer. Limited to reasonable quantities lor homeowner, and one-house order
quantities for cash ond carry contractors. CurreMdn-stbre price, if lower, overrides Lowe's advertised price. Price guarantee honored ot oil Lowe's retail locations. Labor chargesfer ’product'.. ■
installation are excluded from, our, price guaranteeoffer in our stores with an Installed Sales Program. Visit store lor complete details. Prices may vary alter. July I, 200), if therefore market
variations. See store for delails regarding product warranties. We reserve the right to limit; quantities.
‘'Professional installation thrpugh licensed subcontractors. Lowe's contractor license numbers: AK #21665; AZ# 151744; CA#77O6I9; CT#HIC00558162; FL#CRC057468; HlftBC-22289,90; ',
IL Plumber #058-10014.0; (A Master Plpmber #LMP4649; MD#0046l52 pi; NV #45450; NJ Plumbing ■ See Store;’OR 144017, TN#HI3070, #16066, ond #46760; wX-.#HG,07364; Ml

Lowe's of Clearwater

Lowe's of Tampa Palms

Lowe's of Brandon

Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
1/2 mi. sw of 1-75, Exit 56
(813) 558-6760
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

11375 Causeway Blvd.
1
(813)684-3008
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

26990 N. Hwy. 19
Clearwater 33761
(727) 724-3557'
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
- Sunday 8am-7pm

#2102-144445, Lowe's Home Centers, Inc., 6122 "B" Drive North, Battle Creek, Ml 49014. Water heater installation: If an expansion tank is required by local code it will be on additional
charge (not included in the basic replacement labor). Permit fees ore o 'ditional (not included in the basic replacement labor)..
*|f the promotional purchase and any optional credit insurance char---. ..repaid in full by the end of the promotional period, finance charges will be waived. Offer applies to approved single
receipt purchases over $250 made from June 22; 2001 through Ju.,
■ 2001 when you use an existing or newly opened Lowe's Credit.Card Account. Monthly payments are not required [for
6 months) on qualified purchases during the promotional, period. Finance charge's ana any optional credit insurance charges on. your prornotionahpprchqse will be billed from date of purchase,
but finance charges will be credited you pay the full purchase price and any optional insurance charges by the end of the promotional period. If you do not, you will be responsible for these
charges. The APR- is:2l% (except the APR is 13.9% for single receipt purchase of $2,000 or more}:Minimum monthly finance charge is $ 1.00 except in IA. In IA the minimum monthly finance
charge is $.50. Regulor credil terms will continue to opply to ypur non-promotional purchases-. Offer is subject to credil approval by Monogram Credit Card Bank of Georgia. Business Accounts
excluded.
■ ••

Copyright ©2001 by Lowe's. All rights reserved. Lowe's is a registered trademark of LF Corporation #0010601-1
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DO YOU REMEMBER? £CUI; Hosts 23rdAniiual

Equal Opportunity Dinner

m

ST. PETERSBURG The Pinellas County Urban
League’s
annual
Equal
Opportunity Day Dinner, held
at the Sheraton Sand Key
Resort on May 25, 2001,
attracted a laige number of
individuals in a show of sup
port for the League’s mission “7o assist African-Americans
and others in need in the
achievement ofsocial ruul eco

The gala
function attracted over 350

nomic equality”.

paying business and industry
representatives, politicians,
; educators, community leaders,
i public and private agency per
sonnel, clergy and individual
supporters who in unison with
[board members, administra[ tors and staff of the Urban
League came together in a
community outpouring for the
precepts of equal opportunity.
The dinner serves a two-fold
purpose - first, as the agency’s
major fund raising event for
the year and, second, to pub
licly recognize the many indi' viduals and corporations who
i work tirelessly throughout the
i year to support and strengthen
\ the Urban League’s commit[ ment to provide equality for
all.
;

Ms. Susan Casper-Smith,
journalist and news reporter
j with Bay News 9, served ably
j as Mistress of Ceremonies,
(enhancing the occasion with
(her charm, intelligence and
I wit. Mr. James O. Simmons,

their vigilance and dedication
to the League’s mission. Mr.
John M. Guest, Urban League
Board Chairperson, set the
tone for the evening with his

professional
experience,
served to make him the perfect

the Urban League over a quar
ter of a century. Board Chair

speaker to address the assem
bled crowd on issues of at-risk

person, John M. Guest, made

equity. His heartfelt message

Service Award Pins went
to Pinellas County Urban

challenged the audience to
action in support of equity for

League staffers, Abubakar A.
Mensah and to Ms. Vonda

all peoples.
Ari important segment of

Ford for five and ten years

populations and the subject of

remarks that recognized the
lengthy, dedicated service of
James O. Simmons »ho, for
twenty-five years, has spear
headed the efforts of the Urban
League as its President and

honor and give recognition to

exemplary service respective
ly. A five year Service Award
Pin went to Board member,

the individuals and corpora
tions that have made outstand

Deloris P. Gilians, Administra
tive Manager, McDonald’s

ing contributions through their
support and promotion of the
Urban League’s ideals and

Corporation. Black-on-Blaek

philosophy during the past
year. Mr. Rodney B. Gaddy,

Lendel Bright were recog
nized for five years of service
to the program. The following

the evening was set aside to

CEO. He shared with the
audience, the intent of Mr.
Si mmons to retire at the end nf
the year. Mr. Guest asked for
the support of businesses, local
and state government, binding
sources, religious groups and
individuals to ensure that the
impact of Urban League pro
grams continues to assist those
in need.
Mr. Milton J. Little, Jr.,
Executive Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer of the
National Urban League, was
the evening’s keynote speaker.
Mr. Little was appointed to his
position in 1997. In this capac
ity, he is responsible for the
management of the agency’s
internal affairs to advance the
National Urban League’s mis
sion and to achieve its strategic
goals. As a sought after speak
er, he has addressed many
national and international con
ferences and both Houses of
the United States Congress. He

Vice President - Administra
tion, Florida Power Corpora
tion, received the nod for the

Task Force Committee mem
bers, Barbara Baugher and

Guild members were acknow
ledged for five years of faithful

President’s Award, which was

service: Lillie Collins-Philo

presented by Mr. Simmons.
There were two Business and
Industry Awards presented,

gene, Larry Newsome, Doris
Robinson, Chrystelle Stewart

recognizing tireless support
and generous donations to
Urban League activities during
the past year. The first went to
the Times Publishing Compa
ny and the second was award

and Armetha Williams.
In his closing remarks, Mr.
Simmons thanked the respon
sive crowd for attending the
evening’s gala and for their
continued support in the cru
sade for equality for all peoples

ed to Anheuser-Busch Compa
nies, Inc. Ms. Lillie CollinsPhilogene, Director - Office of

of Pinellas County. The even
ing was a celebration of com

Multicultural Affairs, Eckerd
College, was recognized for

served to recognize the long

munity spirit and joy and
term contributions and accom
plishments of Urban League

her leadership and committed
contributions to the Urban

is the recipient of many awards
and certificates for his commu

League and was presented the
Smith-Milton Award.
This

nity and public service activi
ties.

year’s Chairmans Award went
to the Urban League’s own,

lUrban League welcomed the

His dedication and service
to improving the life situation
for mankind, coupled with

Mr. James O. Simmons, retir
ing President & CEO, for his
steadfast leadership, guidance

(guests and thanked them for

compassionate insight and

and multiple contributions to

j President and Chief Executive
I Officer of the Pinellas County

this heartfelt presentation.

president, James O. Simmons.
Those in attendance reflected a
united community testimony
in support of the mission of the
Urban League. The evening
served further as a tribute to the
daily impact of the woik of the
Pinellas County Urban League
and to its administrators.

••Is Racism
2001 Education •*Is
Olympics-------- Universal?”
tries.

Olympic events will
include track and field compe

Racism Universal?” will be
the topic of a talk by Mr.

j programs

tition, basketball and soccer
skills, football passing, and
baseball throwing. There will

. Mawushi Nutakor of Togo,

He is currently Assistant Hea
Teacher at the Arc-en-Ci<
International School in Lome
Togo. This free event is bein

Africa, on Saturday, June 30,
2001, at 7:15pm at the St.

sponsored by the Baha’is of S
Petersbuig and the public ;

also be jump rope contests,

Petersburg Baha’i Center, 676

math jumps, spelling relays
and a Brain Bowl event.

- 2nd Avenue South. Mr.
Nutakor, originally from
Ghana, has an MA in linguis

cordially invited to attend.
(Mr. Nutator will mak
himself available for interview
if desired. He will be attendin

will

hold

an

j Olympic competition 9am to
(4pm Friday, June 29th at Blake
I High School, 1701 N. Boule| vaid, Tampa.
Each participating school
j represents a country. Students
f have been studying about the
I countries they represent during
summer Olympics camp, and
More than 30 years

each school will have a booth
displaying arts and crafts from
their countiy. The booths will
; also offer music and food sam

ago,
The
Weekly
Challenger newspaper
printed in its April 15th,
1972 issue, the passing of

ST. PETERSBURG ™“Is

TAMPA - The district's
121st Century Community
I Learning Centers after school

,

The 21st Century Com
munity Learning Centers is an
after school program through
Hillsborough County Public
Schools to give youth and
community members learning
opportunities in a safe, drugfree environment.

tics and computer science. He
is (he author of two published
books in French. Mr. Nutakor

a conference

at the Trade

also lived in France for 10

winds Resort in St. Pet
Beach. He will be in this are
from June 23 until July (

years and has traveled widely,.

2002.)

ples from participating coun-

SAVE WATER

the community's greatest

Sunken
(Gardens
East Meets
West Event

gospel giant, Rev. Goldie
Thompson, April 10th.
Gospel music and the pro
motion of gospel concerts
in the Tampa Bay Area
has not been the same
since that time, but has
recently taken off to bring

ST.

PETERSBURG -

more gospel music in our
homes, on our jobs and as
we travel.

| Exotic fruit, bonsai exhibi

Rev. Goldie Thomp
son and the Teenagers
will always be a part of

ese flair'highlight “East Meets
West, A Japanese and Exotic
f Fruit Festival”, coming to
Sunken Gardens, 1825 Fourth
St. No., on July 7 nd 8,10am

tions, entertainment, and
demonstrations with a Japan

our history. Jot it down
and remember to share
the potency of what has

to 4pm.
East Meets West is part of

inspired our community's
growth and development.
Help us promote "Do You
Remember?" bringing our
past to the future, remind-

j

share it with the entire
world. Call us for more
information on "Do You
Remember?"

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor

$3.99
Mixed 50/ extra - White 50/ extra

COMBO #3

1 Little Red Cheeseburger
1 Sm. Fries
1 Lg. Soda
$2.99

su, Japan. A variety of fruit

Challenger will help you

3 Pcs. Dark Chicken
1 Sm. Okra or Fries
1 Lg. Soda

Add 50/ for Bacon

trees and sample dishes of
tropical fruits will be available
for sale. The two-day festival

past history, The Weekly

COMBO #1

commemorating the 40-Year
Anniversary with St. Peters
burg’s Sister City of Takamat

ing some and teaching

share of this community's

Eat Combos During This Season With These Speck

several activities this year

others about the great pio
neers of days gone but not
forgotten.
If you have stories to

SUMMER
SPECIALS
BURGER BUSTER MFC
DEAL - COMBO #2

1 Big Red Double Chee
1 Lg. Fries • 1 Lg. Sod
$4.99
Add 50/ for Bacon

LUNCH SPECIAL
COMBO #4

1 Big Red Burger
1 Sm. Fries • 1 Med. So
$2"
Cheese 25/ extra

- 77

a.m. - 2 p.

ADD 50# for SHAKES on All Combos
Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods *
Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.

'

will also feature presentations
on ikebana, origami, and
karate.
For more information and
ticket prices, please call
Sunken Gardens, at 551-3100.
Sunken Gardens is open
five days a week, Wednesday
through Sunday, from 10am to
4pm. (Closed every Monday
and Tuesday)

Get The Chicken Of Your Choice At The Price You Like.
All_specials_erid_at_11_P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions <

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSL

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10:30 am untiI 3 am in themorning

my specials.

Computer Lab Now Open
ST. PETERSBURG The South St. Petersburg
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McKnight Doctoral Fellowship
Program Chooses New ’’Talented to"

Computer Empowerment Pro
gram, Inc, and the Inner City
Computer and Tutorial Pro
gram have opened a new com
puter lab at 1221 22nd Street
South. Funded through a

TAMPA - The Florida
Education Fund (FEF) held an
Orientation indoctrinating 20
new McKnight Doctoral Fel
lowship (MDF) recipients.

Grant provided by the Florida

The event took place June
15th- 16th, 2001 at the Airport
Sheraton Suites Hotel (4400

Department of State, Division

West Cypress Street, TanTpa).

of Library and Information
Services, the lab will aid the

The Fellowships were
awarded to applicants recently
selected by representatives
from Florida A&M University,

Community and Library Tech
nology Access Partnership

Empowerment and Tutorial
Programs in their mission to
raise the computer literacy of
economically disadvantaged
and job-displaced individuals
in the South ,St. Petersbuig
“Mid-Town” community.
Programs offered at the
computer lab include personal
computer classes for students
K-12, an introduction to per
sonal computers for parents
and grandparents and comput
er basics for minority and dis
advantaged business profes
sionals. These programs and
services are free and available
to residents of the community.
In addition to the St.
Petersbuig Public Library Sys
tem, other community partners
in this effort include the St.
Petersburg Housing Authority
and ‘Computers for our Com
munity”.
For more information, call
Judy Fowler at (727) 3272275 or (727) 321-6840.

Florida International Universi
ty, Florida State University,
University of Central Florida,
University of Florida, Univer
sity of Miami, University of
South Florida, and FEF staff
by ranking students in a highly
competitive process. These
students begin their Ph.D. pro
grams in Fall 2001.
The impact of the FEFs
innovative programs and nontraditional approach to enhanc
ing educational achievements
has been demonstrated across

of African American Ph.D.s in

Research Council reports the

college and university faculty,
the MDF Program stands at

national average for doctoral
degree completion at 7 years

the pinnacle of the core princi

and 2 months. The Program

ples motivating the FEF.
Dr.

Lawrence

reports an astonishing reten

More

house, FEF President and
CEO, presided over the Orien
tation. "These Ph.D. students
will be challenged to solve
some of the greatest problems
facing the world, our nation,
and its communities," said an
enthusiastic Morehouse. "The
tremendous potential for posi
tive change as a result of their
contributions is absolutely
incredible." Dr. Morehouse is

The success of this public/private partnership allows
the MDF Program to serve as
a national model for creative
approaches to balancing
access, equity and excellence
in higher education. The Pro
gram has increased the nation
al pool of African American
Ph.D. graduates, thereby
increasing the opportunity for
diversifying college and uni

also an Associate Professor at
the University of South Flori
da.

The fact that these gradu
ates have completed the Ph.D.

From inception, the Pro
gram has granted fellowships

in fields of study where
African Americans have been

to more than 415 students
(including the new class). To
date, 158 McKnights have

most underrepresented is also
noteworthy. The areas show
ing the greatest level of impact
include Business, Computer
Science, English, Engineering,

graduated earning the Ph.D.
Fellowships are valued at
approximately $17,000 per

various levels of academia, but
has been particularly success
ful in assisting minority stu

year in stipends, tuition and
fees at one of ten participating

dents obtain post graduate
degrees.

institutions of higher learning
in the State of Florida.

Since 1984, the not-forprofit FEF has provided an

Furthermore, many Flori
da universities supplement the

avenue to ensure that educa
tional advancement is possible
for individuals who are histor

McKnight Fellowship provid
ing increased recruitment
incentives. MDF graduates

ically underrepresented in
higher education. Specifically

average completion in five
years and two months, when in
comparison, the National

designed to increase the pool

tion rate close to 80%.

versity faculty.

Health Science, Life Science,
and Psychology.
If you are interested in
receiving more information
on, or applying for the McK
night Doctoral Fellowship,
contact Mr. Charles E. Jackson, MDF Program Coordina
tor, at (813) 272-2772 or via
Email at "fef.jackson@verizon.net".

2001 Summer Playcamp Openings
ST. PETERSBURG The City of St. Petersburg
Recreation Department has
summer camp openings at the
following registration site:

Wildwood Recreation at
St. Pete High School, 25015th
Avenue North. Fun-filled days
with special events, games,

Playcamp for those enter
ing 1st grade to those entering

activities, and field trips make
playcamp at the City of St.

8th grade.

Petersbuig especially exciting.
The camp runs from 7:30am to
5:30 pm daily Monday
through Friday.
For more details call 8937441.

gr
© 2001 Florida Lottery

WHO REALLY WINS?
Education does. With your help, the Lottery has contributed over $10 billion to support education initiatives in our state since 1988.
Money that sends tomorrow’s leaders to college today on Bright Futures Scholarships. Funds that go to everything from better books to
newer technology in our public schools, and the hundreds of millions of dollars in bonds for new school construction and renovation.
Plus, the good the Lottery does for our economy.
Play the games of the Florida Lottery and feel good when you do because when you play, we all win.

Li
jsa

Florida Lottos.

WHEN you PLAy. WE ALL WIN.
Www.flalottery.com
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North Central Florida
Society

In
Ocala
by
Florence
Williams Ray
NOMINATIONS FOR
AGRICULTURAL
HONORS

State agricultural officials
want to recognize people who
have made notable contribu
tions to Florida's farming
industry.
The Florida Department
of Agriculture and Consumer
Services is accepting nomina
tions for the state Agricultural
Hall of Fame.
Since 1980, 92 people
have been inducted, an honor
roll that includes ranchers,
teachers, scientists and govern
ment officials as well as farm
ers.
Anyone can submit a
nomination.
Nomination
forms are available from the
Florida Agricultural Hall of
Fame Foundation, which can
be reached by phone at (813)
620-4008, or via mail at 4508
Oak Fair Blvd., Suite 290,
Tampa 33610.
YOU CAN HELP

The Department of Chil
dren and Families Child Wel
fare Legal Service seeks filing

2. God doesn't want shares of
your life, He wants con
trolling interest!
3. Don't wait for six (6)
strong men to take you to
church. Exercise daily,
walk with the Lord.
4. We don't change the mes
sage, the message changes
us.
5. When God ordains, He
sustains.
6. Plan ahead, it wasn't rain
ing when Noah built the
ark.

7-Having truth decay? Brush
up on your Bible!
8. If you got enough of Jesus
to get to Heaven, you have
enough of Jesus to get you
to church.
9. Coincidence is when God
chooses to remain anony
mous. There is no such
thing as coincidence, that's
God!
10. Never give the devil a ride!
He will always want to
drive!
11. Fear knocked.
Faith .
answered. No one was

clerk as soon as possible to

there.
12. Plenty of folks give the
Lord credit-few give him

stamp in daily mail, sort papers
alphabetically and file into
proper client case files.

cash!
13. For all you do, His blood
for you.

Volunteer may set own
hoiirs. minimum age is 18’and

two or three people are needed
to help out.

14. Forbidden

fruits

create

many jams.

15. "Pray" is a four letter word

Ocala Civic Theatre Brings
To The Stage ’’Come Back,
Amelia Bedelia”--------——
OCALA - Theatre for
Young Audiences production
is based on the series by Peggy

Rogers tells her to “check the
sheets” she finds the red marker and covers them with big

perfect job, and wins the hearts
of all her would-be employers,
Come Back, Amelia

Parish!
Follow wacky heroine,

red check marks. Likewise,
when the Doctor tells her to

Bedelia is based on the
beloved series of children’s !

Amelia Bedelia, as she searches for the right job! She’s veiy
very

“bring in the patients”, she
doesn’t
doesn’t ask
ask questions,
questions, she
she just
just

earnest and an extremely hard
worker, so why does she keep

picks them up and carries them

books by Peggy Parish. There
Wl^
will be
be three performances
only - Friday, June 29, at
7:30pm and Saturday, June 30,

getting fired? She’s also a very
good listener - it’s not her fault

go wrong? But nothing can
dampen the spirit of this
plucky lady, and she keeps try

that people don’t really mean
what they say! When Mrs.

into the office! Where did she

ing until she finally finds the

OCALA - The Ocala
Housing Authority (OHA) has
been designated as a “High
Performed’ by the Department
of Housing and Urban Devel
opment (HUD). Two years
ago, HUD put into place a new
Public Housing Assessment
System (PHAS); Public Hous
ing Agencies (PHA’s) are
assessed each year on their
overall operations. The PHAS
electronically collects individ
ual subsystem scores and pro
duces a composite PHAS
score that represents a PHA’s
management performance.

PHA’s are scored in four
subsystems;
1) Physical
Inspections: actual HUD
inspections of OHA’s public
housing units, 2) Financial
Assessment: a review of the
PHA’s financial performance,
3) Management Operations:
unit turnover rates, time on
work orders, rent collection,
management of funding and
grant programs, and 4) Resi, dent Satisfaction Survey: pro
motes resident participation by
use of random sample survey
process, which measures the
level of tenant satisfaction.

TALLAHASSEE - Sup
ported by representatives from
leading voting rights organiza

tions, Rep. Christopher Smith
of Ft. Lauderdale and Rep.
James Harper of West Palm
Beach recently took tlie com

ing the Jim Crow era to pre
vent African Americans from

sequent supervision.
The Citizens’ Empower

tee on Rules, Ethics and Elec
tions. The committee unani

The State of Florida
Department of Juvenile Justice
of Marion County needs the

19. The task ahead of us is
never as great as the power
behind us.

mously passed both bills, and
the measures must now pass

encourage those beginning a
new life to become active and

warmth and wisdom of people
who care. Positions available

20. A lot of kneeling will keep

the House Judicial Oversight
Committee and the House

responsible members of soci
ety. Enabling them to partic

ed, nurses, artists,; writers,
poets, musicians and clerical
helpers.
If you have any of the .
above skills and would like to
help, please call Karen at 6203402.
SUMMER READING
PROGRAM UNDERWAY

The Reddick Public
Library summer reading pro-;
gram, "Start at the Library and
Go Anywhere" is underway
for all area school-age chil
dren.
The children gather each
Thursday morning starting at
10:30 for a fun morning of

team that I have been blessed
to lead at OHA,” stated Gwen
dolyn B. Dawson, OHA’s
Executive Director.

non-monetary terms and con
ditions of the sentence or sub

18. Read the Bible...it will
scare the hell out of you!

ists, life-skills teachers, screen

accomplishment is attributed
to the committed, hard work
ing, focused on excellence,

“This legislation moves to
knock down a wall built dur

information.
*****

The Staff Of
The Weekly
Challenger
Would Like To
Wish You A
Happy 4th Of
July

nation being High Performer.
The OHA scored a 93.1
overall, receiving a High Per
former designation. “This

sentence must have been re
leased from incarceration and
must have completed all other

exercising their right to vote,”
Rep. Harper added. “We
should take this positive step to

are mentors, tutors, counselors,
hobbyists, lecturers, reception

scores. Designations• begin
with Troubled, Standard and
the highest achievable desig

returned to society, there is no
reason to withhold their basic
right to vote. If we can’t protect
this basic right for people, then
all of our rights are in jeop
ardy.”

helping others. Please call
Susan at 620-3186 for more

you in good standing.

PHA’s receive score designa
tions based on final assessment

Reps. Smith And Harper
Citizens* Empowerment Act

ponents of the Citizens’ Em
powerment Act (House Joint
Resolution 49 and House Bill
51) before the House Commit

work force or for a retiree who
likes people and is interested in

ticket prices and reservations,
call the Theatre box office at
(352)236-2274.

Ocala Housing Authority
Receives "High Performer**
Status From HUD---------—

that you can say anywhere
(except in a public school).
16. Don't give God instructions-just report for duty!
17. Wisdom has two parts: 1.
Having a lot to say; 2. Not
saying it.

This is a great opportunity
for someone re-entering the

at 2:15pm and 7:30pm.
For further information on

Procedural and Redistricting
Council before making it to the
House floor.
The Citizens’ Empower

ipate in the democratic process
should be a reward for rehabil
itation.”

posal, a person eligible for res
toration of the right to vote one
year after completion of their

ment Act provides that a
majority of the Board of Exec
utive Clemency may prevent
the automatic restoration of the
right to register or vote if that
objection is made prior to the
automatic restoration. The leg
islation does not take the
power away from the gover
nor to require a former felon to
apply to have their rights
restored and have a hearing.
Joining Reps. Smith and
Harper for the House Rules,

ment Act automatically re
stores a former convicted fe
lon’s right to vote one year
after completion and satisfac

Reps. Smith and Harper
noted not every felon is con
victed of a violent offense in
Florida, and most will eventu
ally be released from Florida’s

tion of all sentences imposed.
The legislation allows only for

Ethics and Elections Commit

justice system and will return
to the state’s communities.

the restoration of a former
felon’s right to vote and does

tee hearing on the Citizens’
Empowerment Act were rep

Reps. Smith and Harper said
that while former felons reflect

not restore the right to carry a
gun or other civil rights.

resentatives from the Florida
Conference of Black State

the vast diversity that is Flori
da, a great number of those for

“Florida’s Y2K election
debacle has exposed many
flaws in the state’s voting

Legislators, Brothers of the
Same Mind, Neighbors 2

mer felons are African-Ameri

process that must be fixed be
fore the next general election.
One glaring problem concerns
promoting voting rights in our
state,” Rep. Smith said. “If a
person has paid their debt and

can males with 170,000 Afri
can-American adult males pre
vented from voting'because of
a prior conviction.
Under the Citizens’ Em
powerment Act proposals,
felons in prison are not al

Neighbors, NAACP, League
of Women Voters, Common
Cause, ACLU, Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, National Bar
Association, Supervisors of
Elections and the Public
Defenders Association.

Light
Of The
World
By Daniel Banks

personal dealings are not. In
any instance, Rebekah spoke
against her daughters-in-law

RACE
OR

Ocala
Housing
Authority Is
Awarded

$285,000
Grant —----OCALA -

grant from the Florida HousHous
ing

Finance

“And Esau wasforty years

and was adamant that Jacob

old when he took to wife Judith

should not make the same mis
take. Therefore, Isaac com

Loan Program, a highly com

manded Jacob not to take a
wife from the daughters of

petitive process with applica
tions being received from

Canaan (another name for the
Hittites and other Hamite

throughout the state of Florida.
FHFC received 14 applica

descendants) and he sent him
away to Rebekah’s brother,

tions from agencies seeking
these funds. With a possible

Isaac, ‘I am weary of my life

Laban. There he married his

score of 475, the OHA ranked

because of the daughters of

cousins, Leah and Rachel. So,
Rebekah and Isaac preferred

number 1 in the state receiving

the daughter of Been the Hit
tite,

and

Bashemath

the

daughter of Elon the Hittite:
Which were a grief of mind
unto Isaac and to Rebekah. ” -

Genesis 26:34,35
“And Rebekah said to

Heth: if Jacob take a wife of
the daughters ofHeth, such as
these which are of the daugh
ters of the land, what good
shall my life do me?”’ -Gene

sis 27:46
The Hittites were black
people. They were descen
dants of Ham, the son of Noah
who uncovered his nakedness,
and all of the dark races are
attributed to him. Some schol
ars believe that Ham was
black, himself.

Another Hittite instance in

Wherever the scriptures
refer to the “daughters of
Heth”, they mean the Hittite
women who were also descen
dants of the Hittite patriarch
Heth.
Another thing we must all

an incestuous marriage over an
inter-racial marriage for their
son Jacob. However, Esau
was pleased with his two
wives. Again, I wonder if their
indignance toward the Hittite
women was due to race or reli
gion?

1999, the OHA demolished
two of its public housing com
plexes; Forest View and N.H.

who was already pregnant
with his child. David’s plan

child died but Solomon was
bom to them, later. We know,
of course, that all of this was in
God’s plan, but did Uriah die
because of race or religion? It’s

some

something to think about.
We find ourselves in

Hawaiians, Mexicans, and
Eskimos.

instances today where we’re
denied every first privilege

My query is since Isaac
and Rebekah had two black

except the first privilege to die.
The world AIDS pandemic is
believed by many to have been
a deliberate attempt by the

daughters-in-law, were they a
grief of mind to them because
of their heathen religion or
because of their skin color? In
fact, the Hebrews and Hittites
lived among each other, which

Recognizing the need for

increase the chances that he
would become a war casualty,
which would give David free
course to marry Bathsheba

ried Bathsheba. ‘ Their first

and

Greater Housing for Ocala.

duction of new homeowner
ship initiatives. During FY

are discriminated against by

tribes,

itary housing to each of its res
idents; and to build better
neighborhoods,
creating

who was placed at the fore
front of David’s forces to

the world’s non-black masses.
Specific examples are the
struggles of the East Indian, the

Indian

The OHA is committed to
providing safe, decent and san

scripture was with Uriah, the
first husband of Bathsheba,

worked and Uriah, who had
been devoted to David, was
killed in the heat of battle,
Shortly thereafter, David mar

Islander, several American

the highest score of all appli
cants with a 426.92.

homeownership opportunities,
The OHA has expanded its
programs through the intro

understand is that not all black
people are of African descent,
but they are black, no less, and

Aboriginal Indian, the Trinida
dian native, the Pacific

Homeownership Construction

World Health Organization to
annihilate the black race. (And
with our lackluster efforts at

prevention, we’ve come dan
is how Esau happened to gerously close to extinction.
many two Hittite women. If The Hittites are an extinct race.
the Hittite religion was offen They no longer exist. Will his
sive to the Hebrews, why did tory repeat itself with blacks of
they live among them? If their African descent?) Though
color was offensive to them, society is integrated, our
why’d they live among them? churches are still widely segre
Trade may have been a factor gated. Is that due to race or reliwhereas business dealings can glon? You be the judge!

Jones. These vacant parcels
will be used for development
of approximately 60 new
affordable, owner-occupied,
single-family homes the OHA
plans to build, over the next
five years. The subdivisions
have been named Paradise
.Trails and King Estates. The
taigeted market of these new
homes will be the public hous
ing residents, section 8 tenants
and participants in the OHA
Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS)
program, and other families
whose annual gross income is
at or below 80% of the area
median income. The HOME
funds will be used in the devel
opment of King Estates, assist
ing with the construction of 18
affordable,
single-family
homes.
For more information on
OHA’s new homeownership
initiative, please contact Jodi
Pena at (352) 369-2636, exten
sion 244.

be allowable instances when

,

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College

Extention Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director/Moderator
Dr. O. Van Pinkston, Moderator Emeritus

Dr. B.E Martin, President

reading. Join in the fun with
programs and crafts. The
library is located in downtown
Reddick,
15150
NW
Gainesville Road. For more
information, call the library at
591-2698.
$$
$
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

Wedding Consu/tant * Coordinator

a’

Reftinf of
Cnndc/nbrns
Arc/i-A/ieetingRertcSt
Catittnnf » LsgdtcrsReception /Axornirons * tire.

Happy Birthday greetings
go out to Willie Mae Isaac,
June 25th; Evelyn Jones, June
27th; and Amy Pierson, June

Monday & Tuesday Evenings 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Metwaitt Reception
tour HtaMap /pri »-,<■

Saturday 8:00-10:15 a.m.
Satellite Putnam Hall, Florida at the Abilene Baptist Church
Thursday Evenings 7:00-9:00 p.m. & Saturday 5:00-8:00 p.m.
Offering Degrees in Theology & Religious Education
Masters Program

l/te-nitiii

29th.
**

*

CHRISTIAN TIPS

1. He who kneels before God
can stand before anyone!

Located At:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

(352)629-4105
ta

tt tiara

JO W

tt M&tngisMi

Mrert • Ota&a.,

1

Corporation

(FHFC). These funds are
awarded through the HOME

RELIGION?

352-351-5029 or 352-237-5215
FAX: 352-369-0998

lowed to vote. Under the pro-

The Ocala

Housing Authority (OHA) has
been awarded a $285,000
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North Central Florida
always, we at Howard Acade
my are committed to bringing
quality programs to all resi
dents. We are constantly
searching for grants that meet

Ocala
News

community needs and will
help insure a healthy, happy,
self-sufficient population. If

by James Thorpe

the gingerbread

you have any ideas as to what
we can do or what you can do
to help us help the community
become better prepared to

HOUSE LEARNING

day and Wednesday from
3:30pm until 5pm, for stu

CENTER

dents in grades K-5. Registra

meet tomorrow’s challenges,
we want to hear from you.

Specializing in Quality
Care and licensed. The Gin

tion forms are available in the

YOUNG WORKERS’

office.
Saturday Program - There

JOB FAIR

gerbread House
Center provides:

Learning

• Kindeigarten Readiness
• Arts-n-Crafts
• Field Trips

selves on Saturdays here at the
Academy. The library is open
for research and book check

• Hot Meals
• Outdoor Sports
• Swimming
Available.

are a lot of activities in which
students can involve them

Lessons

Our new location is: St.
■Paul A.M.E. Church, 718
N.W. 7th Street, Ocala, FL
34475.
Now accepting: C.D.S7Voucher/Private Pay. Shawanda Durden, Owner/Operator.
For more information
please call (352) 629-3407.
***

made, and field trips to be
taken. Students also have the

located at Howard Academy,
Safe Haven, 306 NW 7th

opportunity to become in Avenue.
volved in a variety of academ i
Employers who are look
ic activities that will help ing for help:
improve their understanding of
• Drug Stores
school assignments.
• Fun Parks
Archival Inclusion Cere
mony - The inclusion ceremo

NEWSLETTER

this year’s ceremony around

Girl Scout Troupe At the
Academy - There is now a

sports. The theme is, “The
Year of the Athlete”. Some of
the outstanding area sports par

1 lam until 12:30pm. There are
special projects, field trips, and
volunteer service projects.
There are also badges, certifi

ticipants were present.
Library - We were able to
acquire furniture from the
library of the old Madison
Street School to use in the

Mrs. Hagans as soon as possi

library here at the Academy.
Even though that furniture is
old, it had been well cared for
and it has made a big change in
the overall appearance and
function of our library. Mrs.
Kaham, the librarian, has just
about finished shelving the
books and placing materials so
everything is easily accessible.
Anyone living in the com
munity and/or taking part in
the programs at the Academy,
is welcomed to register and

ble. If you are planning to go,
don’t foiget to indicate if you

take advantage of the many
services offered by the library.

will be bringing money with
which to eat or a lunch from

The library is open Mon
day through Saturday.
New Employees - We are
happy to announce that we

cates, and awards that young
ladies will be able to earn. Die
troupe is guaranteed to have
fun and to learn and participate
in a lot of new and different
experiences.
Field Trip Planned - The
next field trip planned for the
Academy is Universal Studios
on March 10. All field trip
forms need to be returned to

home. If you want to buy sou
venirs, you must bring money
for that too.
Abstinence Program - Mr.
Alexander, along with several
teen workers from the Marion
County Health Department,
will be offering a five session
informational workshop for
those 12 and over on the
advantage of not participating
in sexual activities until mar
riage. Students must have
parental permission to attend.
Parents are invited to attend the

youth consultant if interested

out, there are games to be
played, arts and crafts to be

HOWARD ACADEMY

meets every second and fourth
Saturday of the month from

Ask to speak with the
in scholarship assistance.
Are you between the ages
of 16 - 21 years old? Come to
the Young Workers’ Job Fair,

ny was held on March 24,
2001 at lpm. Mrs. Marcy
Owens, archivist, has centered

troupe at the Academy led by
Mrs. M. Owens. The troupe

Looking for your first job?
A summer job? A better job?

have two new employees that
have joined us here at the
Academy: Mrs. Marcy Owens
who is the new Archivist and
Mrs. LeVeme Jacobs who will
be tutoring math and reading
in most creative ways.
Summer Program - The
summer program will operate
from May 29,2001 until June

• Grocery Stores
• Construction Sites
• Fast Food Restaurants • Plant & Nursery Land
scapers
»Department Stores
• And... Many More
Bring your resume - For
assistance in developing a
resume, stop by the One Stop
Career Connection, Gaitway
Plaza, Highway 200.
For additional information,
call 732-1411 extension 204.
***
APPLY NOW FOR
THE HEAD START OR
EARLY HEAD START
PROGRAMS

FREE, apply now - Chil
dren under five on or before
Sept. 1, 2001 and expecting
mothers may be eligible for the
Head Start or Early Head Start
Programs.
Free Services: Dental,
hearing, vision and speech
screenings; Child and family
mental health services; Thera
py services, including occupa
tional, physical and speech
therapy; Educational and train
ing opportunities for parents;
This free program is also for
children with mild to severe
disabilities; Classrooms are
located throughout the county;
This is a low income eligibility
program.
You Will Need to Bring:
Child’s Legal Birth Certificate;

check stubs, or letter from
employer or AFDC/WAGES.
Apply Monday through
Friday, 8am to 5pm, Child

29,2001. There will be 60 stu
dents accepted.
Our Commitment - As

Proof of family income such
as 1040 tax form, or 3 recent

MAGNOLIA WALK
APARTMENTS

(An affordable Elderly
Rental Community, 2501 SW
10th Street, Ocala, FL) Atten
tion! Attention!! Attention!!
Accepting Rental Applica
tions for' Magnolia Walk
Apartments.
• Household members
must be > 62 years.
• Section 8 tenants and pets
are welcome
apply)

(restrictions

• All units are available to
families who earn < 60% of
median income.
• 1-2 people allowed in 1
bedroom apartment.
• 24 people allowed in 2
bedroom apartment, unless
they need a caretaker.
Unit Size: 1 bedroom/l
bath, monthly rent $353.00. 2
bedrooms/1 1/2 or 2 baths,
monthly rent $419.00.
Superior Amenities: Card
ed entry to building; Laundry
facilities on every floor, Cen
tral heat and air conditioning;
Elevators on every floor;
Laundry hook-ups in units;
Dishwashers in all units; Cable
television hook-ups in all units;
Community Center; Covered
picnic area with three picnic
tables; Shuffleboard court;
Two stoiy central atrium.
Tenant Services:

dents - If you want to have a
chance to get rich, If you are
willing to learn math and stock
market investing, If you are a
student in grades 6 through 12,
If you are enrolled in the sum
mer program. Then, you will
be given a chance to learn this
skill.
Mrs. LeVeme Jacobs will

Safa awt

• Health screening, flu
Edwin Budding invented

shots, vision and hearing tests
each quarter at no cost to the
tenant.
• Financial counseling and
educational workshops and tax
preparation assistance.
• Specialized training in
typing, computers, job and or
literacy.
• Assistance with light
housekeeping,
shopping
and/or laundry at a rate at least
25% less than market.
For detailed information
please call Ms. Kaye McElroy,
Leasing Manager (352) 2914926 or Gwendolyn B. Daw
son, Executive Director, Ocala
Housing Authority (352) 3692636, ext. 233

sessions too. See Mrs. Hagans
for details.
Investment Club for Stu

from pg, 1

hood Development Services,
Inc. Head Start, 1601 NE 25th
Avenue, Suite 900, Ocala, FL
34470, (352) 629-0055, Ext.
301 or 293.

Child’s Social Security Card;
Current Immunization Record
on the Blue Card; Medicaid
Card/HMO plan (if it applies);

Splash Down

The Ocala Police Department is
accepting applications for the
following positions:

the lawn mower in 1830.

The following
Honda Lotteiy
Scratch-Off Games
officially
end Friday,
June 29,2001.

Certified Police Officers
starting salary $24,604

Aces High

High Roller

Stash of Cash

Bingo

In the Money

Touchdown

Comm. Tech (911 Dispatcher)
starting salary $20,000

Calle Ocho

Instant Monopoly (Green)

UFO Dough

Cash Cow

Lucky Hearts

Wild 7's Bingo

Casino Action

Lucky 7's

Win $1,000,000

Fast Cash

New Year's Cash

be counseling the students
towards financial indepen
dence. After the summer pro
gram, participants must be

PT School Crossing Guards
$7.40 Hrly.

willing to devote two Satur
days a month to this project.
Math Tutoring - Math
tutoring for students in grades

Great Benefits & Opportunities
Applicants must be willing to work
shift, weekends & holidays.

6-9 is Monday through Thurs
day from 2pm until 5pm and

Applications can be picked up

on Saturdays from 8am until

Monday - Friday, 8a - 5p at

4pm.
Homework

Tutoring

-

Tutoring and home work help
are available Monday, Tues

402 S. Pine Ave. For more
call (352) 369-7181.

info

All winning tickets must be redeemed by Tuesday, August 28, 2001.
Prizes less than $600 may be redeemed at any Florida Lottery retailer; prizes
$600 and over must be claimed at a Florida Lottery district office.
For the Location of a district office near you, call 850-487-7777.
Florida Lottery.
©20dl Florida Lotteiy

Must be 18 or older. Please play responsibly.

flaIottery.com
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U.N. Human Rights
Educator Visits-----

PAIFA Helps
Family Resources
ST. PETERSBURG The Pinellas Association of
Insurance and Financial Advi
sors (PAIFA) presented a
check in the amount of
$4,245.17 to Family Re
sources on Wednesday, June
20. The funds were raised
through the 10th Annual
PAIFA Golf Tournament held
on June 4 at The Bayou Club
to benefit programs serving
youth and families.
Presenting the check were
Scott Lake, president of
PAIFA and Gary Shepard, vice

rights activists on June 17 on
St. Pete Beach.
Thies is a United Nations
Human Rights City, one of
only seven throughout the
world and the one showing the
best results. Cisse was invited
to the UN two weeks ago to
address the General Assembly
and explain the Tostan method
and its results. Tostan is a non
governmental organization
working in Senegal.
Participants in the Senegal
Tostan program quickly learn
the rights that are guaranteed to
all men, women and children
in the 1948 Universal Declara

WEST PALM BEACH Southwest Airlines has put
summer road trips in the back
seat by offering a fare of only
$30 each way from West Palm
Beach to Orlando or Tampa
Bay, which makes hopping on
a plane the best way to take off
for a vacation.
"Why endure a long,
three-or-four hour drive when
Southwest's $30 fare can have
you enjoying your vacation
with just a quick flight," said

tion of Human Rights. These
include the right to live in a
secure healthy environment, to
receive an education, to wor

Harper, Family Resources
President/CEO.
Family Resources, Inc., is
a private, non-profit oiganiza
tion serving children and fami
lies in the Tampa Bay area
since 1970. Some of its pro
grams include Runaway and
Youth Crisis Shelters, Family
Counseling, Safe Place, Fami
ly Builders and the On-Cam
pus Intervention
(OCIP).

Program

ship freely and to vote. Tostan
teaches the training method
and provides materials to a

local person who helps the
neighborhood to plan and to
solve its problems. The neigh
borhood then forms groups to

work on human rights training
to achieve improvement in lit
eracy, health care, women’s
rights and other areas of con
cern.
More than two dozen indi
viduals representing commu

nity groups were in attendance.
Mr. Cisse’s visit was spon
sored by a group formed at the
Interfaith dinner of the Nation
al Conference and Color Me
Human.

one day of making reserva
tions. The fares do not include
airport-assessed passenger
facility charges of up to $18
roundtrip and a federal tax of
$2.75 per takeoff and landing.
Tickets are nonrefund
able, but (except for tickets
purchased through our group
ticket

program)

may

be

you'll avoid the countless
headaches caused by construc

Seats are limited and may
not be available on some
flights that operate during peak
or holiday travel times, such as
Independence Day or Labor
Day weekend.
Fares are subject to
change until ticketed, and any
change in itinerary could result
in an increase in fares.

purchase with an overnight

News From Gibbs Class O£ *68

Book
Review
[/ DangDa

Reader’s Choice is proud
to be dedicated to promoting
the science of reading and
quenching the thirst for knowl
edge in our community
through our bookstore, it is our
way of helping you step out of
the ‘Darkness” and into the
“Light” of knowledge, right
knowledge. Reader’s Choice
knows that reading is the vehi
cle to knowledge. This week’s

Please
Support
Our Paper
by
Supporting
Our
Advertisers
NEWS
DEADLINE IS
SATURDAY
AT NOON

The benevolence committee
of Gibbs Class of 1968 would
like to thank all class members

Harrison Nash, (727) 8229207.

class members and their fami
lies in times of need.
We are looking for more

mittee members: Beverly
Robinson Allen, (727) 864-

meeting will be held at Enoch
Davis Center, Thursday, July

The

appropriately to God in praise
and thanksgiving for truth
encountered in the Bible. It is
the perfect foundation for
applying God’s truth to behav
ior, since a worshipful, thank

Christian
Prayers That Avail Much
For Men: Prayers that avail
much for. men is your essential
primer for learning how to
pray effectively. When you
pray accordingly to the scrip

Best Seller
If You Want Me: Alice
Watson’s high school wasn’t
smooth sailing. There were
many times she felt she didn’t
fit in, many times she didn’t
feel pretty enough,. thin
enough, the list goes on.

tures, you can be assured that
you are praying in line with
God’s will and He will honor
His Word.
The most powerful men
are men of prayer, climbing
the ladder of success by first
getting down on their knees.
The legacy of a man’s life can
be measured by the time he

next

committee

that includes children.
The perfect story Bible for
growing joyful hearts. In the
Praise Bible you will find:
• Clear and simple lan
guage for children 3 to 8 years
old.
• Special “Praise Pages”
after each story to help apply
God’s truth to a child’s life.
• Carefully designed sto
ries that accurately capture
Bible events and characters.
What a delightful way to
help children develop habits of
praise and thankfulness.
These books are available
at Readers Choice Books and

Alice Watson’s no longer
the shy, overweight girl they all

spent along with God and

Gift Expressions, 4301 34th

praying His Word. The prayers

dissed back in high school everyone, that is, except Mar

in this book are also designed

St. So., Suite 102-Maxi Mall,
next door to the nail shop.

cus Quinn, her one-time best
friend who ended up trampling
all over her heart. Now, thir
teen years later, Alice is tall,
stunning, sensational and a
genuine movie star who goes
by the name of Desiree’ La
Croix. And passion’s flame
starts smokin’ again when she
sees that handsome Marcus,

to equip you for the art of inter
cession. God attends to the
promises in His Word when

• Knowing God’s will.

• The setting of proper pri
orities.
• Health and Healing.
• Single male trusting God
for a mate.

Hollywood persona who’s got
his beautiful brown eyes wide

• Husbands.
• Being equipped for suc

open?
Marcus’ own heart has

cess.
• Improving communica

gone through major achin’
since back in the day. And the
reappearance ofAlice/Desiree’
seems to spell big time trouble.

tion skills.
• Prosperity and facing a

a fine face and figure turn his
head ever again. And even
though the lady’s got drama and there’s serious danger doggin’ her train, this could be the
time for cautious Marcus to
commit to a perfect love that

Here are a few Web sites
you may want to watch:
Aboutseafood.com at www.
aboutseafood.com.
American Society of Health
System Pharmacists at
www.safemedication.com.
The Kingsford Products
Company at www.kings
ford.com.
Bernhardt Shopping Tips
at www.bernhardt.com.
Stewart House Publishing,
Inc. at www.stewarthouse
pub.com.
Junior Achievement at
www.ja.org.
Sally Beauty Company at
www.asksally.com.
The Powder Coating Insti
tute at www.powdercoat
ing.org.
Wolverine® Siding systems
at www.siding.com.

Discover effectual prayers

for:

who has still got it goin’ on.
But, it is Alice or her famous

Still, this proud, sexy sista
could make Marcus foiget the
pain and his promise not td let

Open 7 days a week, 8673696.

His child comes before Him
with a heart full of faith.

financial crisis,
• Ministers.
Become intimately ac
quainted with God the Father
by activating His Word in your
life. Pray for the needs of those
around you and discover the
power of God being unleashed
through you, and find that your
prayers will help you discover
His best for your family,
career, and ministry. You will
find that your prayers will be
prayers that avail much!

Scullt Hcltilage

1909; Theressa Hayes Daniels,
(727) 894-4005; Edna Greene
Barnes, (727) 894-1960; and

you have been thinking about
giving more of your time and
didn't know who to contact,
please call the following com

for their continued support to

within.

Children
The Praise Bible: At a
young age your child can form
a lifetime habit of responding

us: “Let everyone that has
breath praise the Lord.” And

Gibbs Class of 1968
supportive class members for
the benevolence committee. If

looks. May we all realize our
true beauty that comes from

ful heart is always the key to
Godly, obedient living for our
children as well as for us. In
Psalm 150, God’s Word tells.

he once let go too far. away.
This book is for every woman

ST. PETERSBURG -

who has ever felt uncomfort
able about her weight or her

book review:

Tickets must be pur
chased at least seven days
before departure and within

applied toward future travel on
Southwest Airlines.

26th, and require roundtrip

Do difi"

stay (any night).

Joyce Rogge, Southwest's vice
president of marketing. "Plus

tion, traffic, and the question
'Are we there yet?"
>
The $30 each-way fares
are on sale now through
August 30th, for travel from
June 19th through October

SooA

the gift were Dale T. Nettnin,

Southwest
Airlines Low
Fares Take The
Hassle Out OS
Summer Vacation

the city of Theis, Senegal who
addressed a group of human

LBxinoj /fool

Chair, Family Resources
Board of Directors and Jane

president. On hand to accept

ST. PETERSBURG What does an African city the
size of St. Petersburg have to
teach us? That was the ques
tion posed to abdoulaye Cisse,
Human Rights coordinator for

READERS CHOICE

In the Middle Ages milk
maids would place the herb
marjoram near pails of fresh
milk in the belief it would keep
the milk sweet during storms
and thunder.

“

12th at 7pm.

Cewlet

A reminder to all class
members: We will worship
together at Pleasant Grove
Missionary Baptist Church on
Sunday, September 23rd, 2001

Sewuuj Si. Pelmtwuj fct cm 30 yew

at the 10:45am service.

Skilled Nursing Services
Physical, Occupational,
Speech Therapy
Alzheimer' s/Dementia Care
Respite Care

Accepting: Private Pay
Medicare
Medicaid
VA
Hospice Care

The obsession with plea
sure will reduce our treasure.

718 Lakeview Avenue South

What we need is purpose
and direction. Those who are

St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 894-5125

goalless suffers the greatest
unhappiness.
Just as driving at an exces
sive speed can lead to legal
consequence, unorthodox or
improper use of the mind and
body can also lead to social
and health consequences.
1
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NCNW
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With

Charles Howard

When choosing the win
ners, Dr. Gloria Gilmer, chair
of NCNW’s Commission on
Education, says the judges will
look at the contributions teach
ers have made in developing
children. "It’s the legacy we’re
interested in. Our judges will
select teachers that havetiad a
significant impact in their stu
dent’s lives.” Special guest
judge Jeff Davis, field director
of Clemson University’s
award winning “Call Me MIS
TER” teacher recruitment pro

"Yesterday has gone, forget it.
Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,
So don't wait on it."

896-2152
MOREUNIQUE
WAYS TO STRETCH
A DOLLAR

Going Away Party

gram anchored this collection
of all-star educators. Davis
partnered with his wife Joannie Davis to help select this
year’s recipients.
Candidates must be a
grades K-12 teacher for at least
five years in an urban or rural
school that has at least a 30
percent enrollment of AfricanAmerican students; inspire a
high level of achievement
among those students; repre
sent excellence in the teaching
profession through outstand
ing contributions to their field;
and distinguish themselves
among their colleagues and
peers.
In addition to special
regional ceremonies and a
national celebration in Wash
ington, DC, awardees receive
specially designed sculpture
from Tiffany and Co., a certifi
cate and a cash prize. Each
winner also receives a com
memorative plaque for display
in their school.
NCNW is a nonprofit, vol
untary service organization
with 38 affiliated - national
oiganizations, 252 community
based sections chartered in 38
states and 60,000 individual

is it out? Ha.ha,ha,ha,ha. Old
time rock and roll. Every one
caught the A Train about quar
ter after twelve. Good time had

Was what it was all about
Saturday night, June 23rd at
the VFW Post#39. It wasabitter sweet time. They all said
goodbye to a terrific friend,
Kim Soule as she begins her

by all.

adventure. Her going away
party was much fun, “Double

to the Lodge, 8ish Sunday
night to the entertainment of

M” played and no one could

Phil Hill, his band, and other
musicians of the city who

keep still.
Kim had been the Ladies
Aux. president so many times,
they couldn’t keep track, that’s
because she did such a terrific
job. They didn’t want her to
get-away. She will be greatly
missed. Post #39 wishes her
the best of luck as she explores
what the world has to offer.
Kim is leaving behind
many friends that will always

ELKSLODGE

On 18th Ave. and 14th
Street South drew hordes, and
hordes of members and friends

joined in to give everyone a
great time. ’’Little Jake” and
several others were the special
entertainers. Door prizes were
given to lucky ticket holders.
Yours truly won the 50/50
contest. $16 Etta Jean was my
lucky ticket puller. Thank you,
Etta.
See youl next week! In the
twilight of the evening.

be there to welcome her return.
Thanks goes out for her giving
all her friendship and love.
A drawing was held, win
ning ticket #66 paid the winner
$33.00. Eveiyone jumped
until about twoish in the am.
Yours truly was invited by
Andelita Jones, president of

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Today, June Today! June
28,2001 - Sophie Wynn, Ann
Warren, Blanche Johnson,
30th Michelle Thomas.
July 1st - 4th - La Tavin
Brinson, Kaleb T. E. Clendon,
Zamarie Johnson, Sandra

Cunningham, Richard Don
VFW Post #10174, her moth
er Ann Franklin, Jr. vice presi- ( aldson, Cheri T. Ashwood,
dent and Marie Floumby, con Joshua Armstrong, Ty-Rek
Carter, Virginia Parham, and
ductress.
Kim sang a good-bye- Daphne Porter.
***
song at the ending. Songs
UNTIL
NEXT
WEEK,.
played by the “Double M”
JUMPTOIT!
were “Who let the dog in,” or

members. It is dedicated to
improving the quality of life of

African-American

S-Curl Announces ’’Living
Large Sweepstakes” ——
entries must be labeled S-Curl
Living Laige Sweepstakes and

Dr. C.T. Wright Named To
Succeed Dr. Leon Sullivan As
Head Of IFESH ------- ------—
tional work of Rev. Sullivan,
who died on April 24, 2001.

include the UPC cvuc
code vi
of ail
any
j
S-Curl Texturizer Kit.

liiviuuo uiv ui

Rev. Sullivan created the
Phoenix, Arizona-based oiga

Please send all entries to
Luster Products, Inc., P.O. Box
09013, Chicago, IL 60609.
For more information

nization two decades ago pri
marily to help African coun
tries to become economically
self-sufficient in the 21st cen

person with Dr. Wright’s cre
dentials and experience has

nence through self-help and
voluntarism.”
Dr. Wright identified sev
eral areas that IFESH is cur

Directors of the International

agreed to accept this awesome
responsibility,” said Dr. Brim
mer. For the past 12 years, Dr.

. CHICAGO-Enter the SCuri's Living Large Sweepstakes from Luster Products.

Consumers have a chance to
win one of the following
prizes: Grand Prize, 2001 Ford
Expedition XLT; First Place
Prizes, (20) Motorola TwoWay Text Pagers; Second

S-Curl Comb-Thru Texturizer
Kits. The sweepstakes began
in May, 2001; the entry dead
line is September 28th, 2001.
To enter the Living Laige
Sweepstakes, complete an
official entry form on the top of
specially marked S-Curl Kits.
Or you can complete a 3x5

African descent worldwide.
In addition to S-Curl
products for men, Luster pro
duces several other brands:
PCJ for girls, Pink Oil Mois
turizer for women, and

Foundation for Education and

Wright has served as one of

helping to combat the spread

Designer Touch for the profes
sional stylist
For information about
these Luster products and S-

Place Prizes, (30) one-yeafs

index card with your name,

Curl The Next Level in Hair

supply of S-Curl product pack

address, daytime phone num
ber, age, and zip code. All

Care, visit the Web site at

ages; Third Place Prizes, (100)

www.lusterproducts.com.

SAVE
WATER
'

IFIW TIED
■

WASHINGTON, DC Dr. Andrew F. Brimmer,
Chairman of the Board of

Self-Help (IFESH), has
announced the appointment of
Dr. C. T. Wright to succeed the
late Rev. Leon H. Sullivan as
President and Chief Executive

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Ffewew & Glib By Uo&Kcia
8*7-4359
33 T13

Rev. Sullivan’s closest associ
ates in his capacity as Execu
tive Director of IFESH, as well
as Chief of Staff and Coordi
nator of the African-African

Officer of IFESH.

American

Dr. Brimmer stated that
following discussions with

Wright has accompanied Rev.

Rev. Sullivan’s widow, Mrs.
Grace Banks Sullivan, the
IFESH Board of Directors
unanimously selected Dr.

Summits.

Dr.

Sullivan to over 70 countries
where they met with heads of
state, corporate leaders, offi
cials of international oiganiza
tions, as well as individuals

ty, Talladega College, Florida
Memorial College, including
the Presidency at Cheyney
University. He is a former
member of the Board of the
Washington State Public
Broadcasting System, and cur
rently serves on the Boards of
IFESH, Peoples Investment
Fund for Africa (PIFA) and
UNCF’s International Development Partnerships Activity
(IDP). Dr. Wright was also
named the Ambassador of
Good Will for the State of

rently, focusing on in Africa:

Grants Are
Available
To Help
Pay Energy
Bills —
WASHINGTON, DC Consumer Guidance has
established a grant fund to help
people who are having finan
cial problems because of high
energy costs. This grant pro
gram is funded by private
donations from corporations
and private citizens who
receive a tax exemption
because of the oiganizations
501 (c) 3 non-profit status
granted by the Internal Rev
enue Service.
Consumers can receive a
free grant application and
more information about other
financial help by calling (202)
595-1035 or by visiting Con

Geoigia in 1997. He earned his
B.S. from Fort Valley State

sumer Guidance’s Internet
website:
www.Consumer-

University, M.A. from Atlanta
University and Ph.D. from
Boston University.

Guidance.org.
Corporations or individu
als who wish to contribute to

Today, IFESH is recog
nized in the international com

Consumer Guidance’s Energy
Help Grant Program can send

ing small business develop
ment, especially for women.
Before joining IFESH in
1989, Dr. Wright, a native of

munity for its effectiveness in
projects that have benefitted

tax deductible contributions to:
Consumer Guidance, P. O.
Box 96051, Washington, DC

over one million individuals

20090-6051.

Social Circle, Georgia, held

and scores of organizations.

of HIV/AIDS, advancing
democracy, peace and trade
opportunities, strengthening
civil society through sustain
able development efforts,
working to improve the quali
ty of education, and emphasiz

designing and implementing

Wright to continue the interna-

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT

MllfW

lift* 43*4 A*** South K. Poiwreburg,

Dr. Leon Sullivan

faculty and administrative
positions at Morris Brown
College, Atlanta University,
Eastern Washington Universi

selected to help insure the con
tinuation of Rev. Sullivan’s

Mrs. Sullivan are pleased that a

tury.
In a prepared statement
Dr. Brimmer said, “The
IFESH Board of Directors and

website at www.lusterprod-

owned manufacturer of hair
care products for people of

who did not have the bare
essentials for living.
In response to the appoint
ment, Dr. Wright said, “I m
honored, indeed, to have been

legacy in Africa and other parts
of the world. I am fully com
mitted to partnering with the
public and private sectors to
assist sub-Sahara African
countries regain their promi

about the Living Large Sweepstakes, visit the new S-Curl
ucts.com.
Luster Products is the
leading African-American

women.

PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.
For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

Leaving Your Job?
Retiring?
We can help protect your retirement plan money.
For more information, call today.

RAYMOND JAMES
FINANCIAL SERVICES, ING.
M « iys h « r ft A $ C J $ i €

Committed to your financial future.

(727)321-6593
300 31st St.N.,
300 East Bldg.,
Suite 525E
St. Petersburg, FL
33713

Call For FREE Video

Sean D. Carter
Financial Advisor
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Prices Effective Thursday, June 28 through Wednesday, July 4, 2001.
Publix will be open regular store hours Wednesday, July 4, 2001.

Publix
Where shopping is a pleasure.®
Visit our website at www.publix.com

Sirloin Steak
Bohe-In, Publix Premium Certified Beef,
USDA Choice, Beef Loin,
Great on the Grill

'ears'

Sweet
Yellow Corn
Great on the Grill, each

Prices Effective Thursday, June 28
through Wednesday, JuIy 4,2001.
Only in the Following Counties: Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando,
Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Orange, Seminole, Highlands,
Brevard and Osceola. Quantity Rights Reserved.

L
H

Buy One Get One

FREE
Red Seedless
Watermelon

Hamilton
Smoked Ham

8-Piece Mixed
Fried Chicken

Lattice
Apple Pie

Lower Salt, Shank Portion
(Whole ... lb. 1.39, Butt Portion ... lb. 1.49)

2-Breast, 2-Wings, 2-Thighs, 2-Drumsticks,
Hot or Chilled, Fresh from the Publix Deli,
3 6-oz. box

The All American Pie,
From the Publix Bakery,
28-oz. size

A Holiday Favorite, Whole,
16-lb. Average (When you purchase
one at 3.99, receive one free!)

BAKERY

PRODUCE

IVI E A T

9

Hiflshire Farm
Polska KieIbasa or Buy One'C'D T? 17
Smoked Sausage... Get OnerIxILIL
Assorted Varieties (When you
purchase one 16-oz. pkg. at 3.59,
receive one free!)

—
DEL 1
8

8

Boar’s Head available in most locations.

Boar's Head
Boar’s@Head
Honey MapIe Ham

^()9

Sliced Fresh
in the Publix Deli

8 Count
449
French Hamburger Buns..............

White
SeedIess Grapes

Great for the Perfect Sandwich,
From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz. pkg.

Sweet and Crisp, The Natural Snack

FROZEN

Oscar Mayer
Buy One rn r T?
Bologna or Wieners Get Oner IMLIL

PubIix
Premium Ice Cream........

Assorted Varieties (When you purchase one
16-oz. pkg. at 2.49, receive one free!)

Assorted Varieties,
half gal. ctns. (Excluding
Publix Homemade Ice Cream)

.2/500

12-Pack SeIected
Coca-CoIa Products..............

/COn

12-oz. cans (Selected Coca-Cola
Products, 2-ltr. bot.....99) (6-Pack
Selected Coca-Cola Products,
0.5-ltr. bots. ... 2.69)

QQx

................lb. Jyr

KeIIogg's
Pop-TartS.................. GaOne

bj^FREE

Assorted Varieties, 8-ct. or Snack-Stix, 6-ct.
(When you purchase one 11 to 15.2-oz. box
at 1.95, receive one free!) (Limit four boxes
please with other purchases of 10.00 or more,
excluding all tobacco, postage stamps, money
orders and lottery items.)

SAVE

Buy One Get One

Buy One Get One

Buy One Get One

FREE

FREE
JL JL > I 4 j

Lay's or Wavy Lay's
Potato Chips

FREE

Heinz Squeezable
Tomato Ketchup

FoIgers
Ground Coffee

12-Pack
Budweiser Beer

Assorted Varieties (When you purchase one
i2.25-oz. pkg. at 2.99, receive one free)

(When you purchase one 24-oz. bot. at 1.39,
recieve one free!) (Limit two bots. please.)

Assorted Varieties (When you purchase one
11.5 to 13-oz. bag at 2.99, receive one free!)
(Limit two bags please.)
(Excluding Decaffeinated)

Or Bud Light, Bud Ice or Bud Ice Light,
12-oz. cans or LNNR bots. (12-Pack Tequiza
Beer With Blue Agave Nectar, 12-oz. bots.
or 12-Pack Doc Otis, 12-oz.
LNNR bots.... 8.99)

Have a safe and happy holiday.

Y^sss^^gssgs^mssssasBBsaaBBSBaaM
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ENTERTAINMENT
ductibn in association with
HBO Downtown Productions,
“Pootie Tang” starring Lance
Crouther, Jennifer Coolidge,

patches criminals with the

Wanda Sykes with Robert
Vaughn and Chris Rock.
Women adore him. Chil

for Pootie.
Will Pootie triumph over
the forces of evil? Will he ever
recapture his belt? Only Pootie
knows!! ,

dren idolize him. Everyone
wants a piece of him. Pootie
.Tang (Lance Crouther) is an

WANTED

stinging power of his belt,
which he wields like a Kung
Fu master. No one is a match

Bartender
Southside Veteran
Club

896-4122
Ron Hennis or Bill Foster

international crime-fightingsingirig star, yet he’s often mis

sketch on HBO’s “The Chris
Rock Show,” Pootie Tang is
the ultimate super hero. Acoolwalking, smooth-talking la
dies’ man, Pootie is a hero and
role model to all children.
Everybody looks up to Pootie HOLLYWOOD- Pootie
Tang is one cat who’s definite-

ly too cool for words!
Adapted from a comedy

except the evil Dick Lecter,
CEO of LecteiCorp, the com

pany that makes cigarettes,
alcohol and fast food. Can
Pootie’s cool determination
and strength prevail over Dick
Lecter and his crew?
Paramount Pictures pre
sents in association with MTV
Films and Chris Rock Produc

understood. You see, Pootie
doesn’t speak English, Span
ish, German, or any recog
nized language for that matter.
He speaks a language all his
own. Call it Pootie-Speak (of

Black Owned &
Operated

21 Years

Pootie-nese if you will). Now,
if you don’t understand him,
then you’re in trouble ‘cause
he is hot! He’s got Elvis’
charisma, Liberace’s wardrobe
and James Brown’s vocabu
lary.

tions an Alphaville/3 Arts Pro-

Moreover,

Pootie

• DIANE HUGHES:

5am-10am Total Praise M-F. With the best in
inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

dis-

• BONESHAKER:

Spectacular Fourth O£
July Fireworks Display
Lights Up The Skies
Over Universal Orlando
ORLANDO

-

The

Fourth of July fireworks dis
play will be held on Wednes;
day, July 4,2001, beginning at
9:45pm, at the Universal Stu
dios and Islands of Adventure
theme parks. Universal Orlan
do.
The most anticipated fire
works display in Florida
explodes once again over the
Universal Orlando resort on
July 4th, 2001. Hailed as the

r

LANCE CROUTHER

best pyrotechnic display to be
seen in the region, Universal’s

10am-2pm with your adult favorites and good
conversation to guide you through your midday.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

2pm-6pm music to bring you home
from your work drive has adult music, traffic and interviews with
St. Pete leaders.

• E-SMOOTH: 6pm-9pm

the rookie is laid back with a positive
word for all. Sit back and enjoy the music as you wind down

from a long day.

• TONY CHARLES:

9pm-2am take you back home with your cur
rent favorite blues and greatest oldies.

famous fireworks light up the
sky above both Universal
Orlando theme parks - Univer
sal Studios and Islands of
Adventure. For more guest
information, please call (407)
363-8000.
Contact: Michael McLane,
Universal Studios Public Rela
tions (407) 224-7988.

For Advertising Call
Rinita Anderson, Sales Manager

327-9792
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

WANRA SYKES and CHRIS ROCK

Too cool for words
MlMmOKHDKnii

PARAMOUNT PICTURES mans ■inn MTV FUHS aac CHOIS ROCK PRODUCTIOWS n ALPHAVILLE/3ARTS PRODUCTION
iissimumllWI DOWITOWR PRODUCTIONS "POOTIE IAIIG" LAICE [ROUTIBI JENNIFER COOIITIGE MOA STIES mi RODERTVAUGHNmd CHRIS ROH
>BIID3 “ISPRINCE PAUL .^SMICHAEL McOOAON SEVAHTOFFLER SEAN DANIEL MICHAEL ROTERRERGmiOAVEBFCKT
PRODUCED P|
"““BCOTTYCHUBB
CHUBB CHBIS
CHRIS ROCK DAVID GALE ™ ALI EeROI “MIStfULOIKU. BBSS
BY If I
PG13

Iff/

lBARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED
Some Material May Re Inappropriate for Children Under 13
SEX RELATED MATERIAL, LANGUAGE & DRUG CONTENT.

www.pootietang.com
SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAIIABLE ON HOLLYWOOD RECORDS

For rating reasons, go to www.filmratings.com.

STARTS FRIDAY, JUNE 29™!
>

ramc
REGENCY 20
REGENCY SHOP CNTR, 1-75 & HWY 60
684-4668

mUCOWRIGFETOMOI

ww

RVNWAhKMWT P1CT1HKS. All RIGHTS RESERVED

omc
VETERAN’S 24
9302 ANDERSON ROAD
(813)243-4955

MU VICO
BAYWALK 20
101 3RD. AVENUE NORTH
502-0965

- SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT
TICKETS ACCEPTED
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Moore’s Chapel Bethel Metropolitan
EMI Gospel Signs
Vocalist To Exclusive A.M.E.
——
Recording Agreement
siasm and efforts in meeting
your financial responsibility

Pastor Joaquin Marvin and

Moore’s Chapel’s Church
family welcome you to their

Bro. Anthony Macon and Rev.
Ira Whitson, Assistant Super
intendents. Eveiyone is asked

services, this 1st Sunday in
July, the 1st. during both 8am

to attend.
Moore’s Chapel T-shirts

and llam services.
Rev.
Burke will preach during both

may be purchased, please con
tact Sister Beverly Campbell.

Rev. Marcus Burke and

from the forthcoming release,
is currently featured on the
widely popular, Platinum-sell
ing brand Wow Gospel 2001.
“Retail response has been
encouraging,” says Shawn
Tate, Director of Marketing for
EMI Gospel. “I have already
received several inquiries
about Londa from a leading
national chain and indepen
dent retail as a result of her
song ‘Once’ being on Wow
Gospel 2001. There is a fresh
and innovative yet accessible
approach to Londa’s music
that is making a connection.”
That connection is also

services. Holy Communion
will be administered by the
Pastor assisted by the Assistant
Pastors and the Stewardesses.

ing Arts and Sciences, the
JUNO is Canada’s equivalent

Gospel has entered into an
exclusive recording agreement
with Canadian vocalist Londa

of the Grammy Award. More
recently, Larmond has been
featured at the Ottawa Blues
Festival
and
Montreal
Gospelfest.
Produced by a squad of

Larmond. The 25 year old Lar
mond released her solo debut
Love Letters on June 19,2001.
Larmond, a former mem
ber of the internationally
acclaimed Sharon Riley &
Faith Chorale, provided lead
and backing vocals on the
group’s two multi-award nom
inated albums, including the
1999 JUNO Award - winner
for Best Gospel Album of the
Year, Life Is. Awarded by the
Canadian chapter of the
National Academy of Record

Mass Choir directed and
accompanied by Musician,

Study, Wed., 7pm.
Youth Choir (ages 5-12)

Michael Melvin, wjth Carlos

Rehearsal, Tues., 5:30pm.
Lay Organization-Meet

material at the Gospel Music
Workshop of America’s annu
al Board Meeting.
She received a standing
ovation and was called back
for two encores. Larmond is
slated for several high-profile
appearances throughout the
spring, including perfor
mances at Pastor Hezekiah
Walker’s Love Fellowship in

Farley on the drums. The
Usher Board will serve. For
transportation to church please
contact the Transportation
Ministry, Willie F. Bryant,
894-6067, Anthony Macon,
328-0022, Robert Golden,
867-0156 or Mose Bell, 867-

'

and 2nd Sunday, 7pmMale Chorus Rehearsal Thui’sday , before the 3rd and

Sacred salutations are
expressed to church family
members for their continued
response to church's capital
.campaign effort for edifice
construction. Gratitude is
gratefully extended to mem

begins August 22,2001.
If you are seeking a church

great unction by Minister
Vikki Gaskin-Butler. The clos
ing altar call was a "hand-hold
ing-hugging"
experience
where church family, friends,
and visitors, shared holy
embraces at worship's end.

home we invite you to unite
with us. Bethel Metropolitan
offers a kaleidoscope of min
istries for all ages and interest

Volunteers are needed for
expanding present ministries
and beginning new ones. A
special prayer and appeal will
be given on Sunday during
mid-moming worship service.
Pastor will provide proclama
tion. The pastoral,ministry will
lead service at our Lord's
Table. Church family mem
bers are urged to make a sacri
ficial effort to be present for the
July Communion Sunday.

First. Mt. Zion

r:

Missionary Baptist Church

First Baptist Institutional Church :
Phone: 323-7518

RAZE, Asaph “Alex” Ward
(Kim Burrell, Dorinda Clark-

June.
Brentwood, Tennesseebased EMI Christian Music
Group, a member of The EMI
.Group, is the world’s laigest
Christian music company.

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

St. Petersburg, FL

Church Services
8:00 a.m.

........... .......

Morning Service

Thompson, Pastor

9:45 a.m.............................. .Sunday School

Sunday School, - 9:30

a.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00

11:00 a.m..........................Worship Service
5:00 p.m. ......./........................ B.T.U.

a.m.

"The LITTle Church Where

Come Worship With
First Baptist Family

the

EVERYBODY IS SOMEBODY"

earn a buzz. “Once,” a song

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

Trinity Presbyterian Church

II

2830 - 22nd Avenue Soutk • St. Peterskurg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

2f37 z4neHue SotitA
2f. 'Pet&Kl&ctrK?,
337f 2
(727) X2t-S444

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal......... :......5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
Schoo! Study....... :...7;,30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal—11:00 a,m.

9:00 AM.......................................................................... ..
9:30 AM. .......................................... ..

12:30 PM............................................................................ After Service Fellowskip
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bikle Study
K>u

are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

Morning Worship.........................
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School............................................... 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.....................................
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed................................. 7:00p.m.

Bishop Ronald Moten, Pastor

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship..................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School......................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..........................11:00 a.m.

Alfreda Moten, Co Pastor

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
9:30 a.m.

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

like to extend to you a personal invitation to worskip witk us during

The Church Where.Everyone Is Welcome

our sckeduled times:
Sunday Sckool
9:30 A.M.
M orning Worskip & Ckild rens Ckurck 10:45 A.M.

Class

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30

JCefu

(Cammurniu QIpurcp
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

P.M.

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
Church: 327-8072

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Biskop Ronald Moten and tke Wings of Faitk Ckurck Family would

Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bikle

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

321-3545

.....................Prayer Time

. . . ............................ Sunday Sckool

11:00 AM......................... ............................................................. — t.............. Worskip

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

Deacon Ministry.................. ............................ ... ? . ............................................ Deacon Edward Nesbitt

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Clerk Ministry...................................................... ........................................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

Finance Ministry.................. ............................................................ ...........................................James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry..............., .........'......................... ... ..................Joyce Robinson

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Ckurck

11:15 a.m.

Bible Study (Monday)

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Ooward

7:00 p.m.

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School ............................................................................. .9:30

Prayer & New, Comers Class
(Wednesday)

6:30 p.m.

Daily Prayer (M-F)

call the church office (327-

Found" was delivered with

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS TOGETHER STAYS-TOGETHER

Detroit’s COBO Arena in

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

Morning Worship

additional information call
327-0554 or 526-7636. School

2nd Sat., llam.

3144 Third Avenue South

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

Sunday School

growth of the entire family.
Transportation is available;

God in prayer and song was
exuberantly expressed. Procla
mation entitled, "Lost and

New Philadelphia offers
praise and thanksgiving to

debut has already begun- to

South, St. Petersbuig, FL. To
register your child, and for

God for the worship experi
ence last Sunday. Praises to

day, 4pm.
Women Growth Meeting -

G.

Wednesday at 7pm are
designed for the spiritual

New Philadelphia

Israel” Amos 2:4-5,6-10. Bro.
Mose Bell, Superintendent
will be in charge, assisted by

Rev. Wayne

(NBC) and Prayer service on

are presently enrolled in the

Sunday, 6pm.
Y.P.D. - Meeting 3rd Sun

New York City in May and at
the , annual Gospelfest at

Cole), Grammy Award-win
ning Sanchez Harley (Shirley^
Caesar, Hezekiah Walker) and
Montrel Darrett, Larmond’s

tribe for 2001-2003. We thank
all twelve tribes for their enthu-

tem will qualify. A new Pri
vate Academy located at
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church, 3455 26th Avenue

0554) if you have a need.
. Your child can go to a Pri
vate School Free. Special Edu
cation and ESE students who

bers and friends for their
unselfish generosity in sup
porting the building fund min
istry.

(813) 822-2455

3rd century

Tues and Thurs before the 1st

vices and Church School at
9:30am. The Praise Team,Concord Choir, and #1 Usher
Board will serve. The ordi
nance of Communion will be
observed during both services.
Congratulations to the
Tribe of Simeon, our reigning

4th Sundays.
W-M.S. - Wed., after 1st

Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor

Church School.......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....11:00 a.m.
B.T.U............................5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship.......6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class,............... 7:30 p.m.

day.
Mass Choir Rehearsal -

for Tribes Day.
Our midweek Bible Study

0601,
Church school will begin
at 9:30am. The lesson entitled
“Judgement of Judah and

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
-

ing, Mon., after the 3rd Sun

industry notables including
Michael-Anthony
Taylor
(Stacy Orrico, DC Talk,

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
A) , -

Meetings:
Noon Day Pray Service,

Music will be provided by the

fessionals were on hand to pre
view some of Larmond’s new

NASHVILLE. TN- EMI

Rehearsals,

Wed., 12 Noon.
Prayer
Service/Bible

being made at Larmond’s live
performances. Earlier this
month many key industry pro

Londa Larmond

Services,

the Bethel Metropolitan
Church family invite you to
worship with us on Sunday
during the 8am ancTllam ser

Pinellas County School Sys

11

a.m.-12 p.m.

“AllAre Welcome”* “Bring A Friend”

am

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

pm

..................Wed. 7:00

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN GENTER

am

Morning Worship-.................................................................. 1 L00
Youth Bible Study *..................................................... Wed. 6:30

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

pm

(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321-3937
Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

■ Website: www.breakthroughcc.com • E-mail: pastor@breakthrouehcccom

Friendship

"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"
=7

Bethel AfrIcan MethodISt EpIscopal Church

Missionary Baptist

"We're Busy as Bees -

3300 - 31st Street Soutk

But Sweet As Honey"

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-3300

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Rhone: 727-822-2089

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.
Pastor John A. Evans

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM

i

S

Serving and Saving

H

Helping and Healing

I

Inspiring and Instructing

P

Praying and Praising

—

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School .......................... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class......... ..
9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship................... 10:30 A.M.
Prayer / Bible Study . . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Youth Bible Study . . .Thursday 6:00

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
"Power Breakthrough Service"
11:00 AM
"A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday .7
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 RM
• NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY

RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE
"A Place of Healing and Restoration"
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Breakthrough Friendship M.B. Bethel A.M.E.
from drugs, homosexuality all
through the name of Jesus!
Bring the youth! There will be
special singing and dance
teams. The Upshaws of Tampa
will also be here.
Join us Sunday morning at
llam with Pastor Glenn min
istering powerfully in the
Word of God and gifts of the
spirit. See you Sunday night at
7:30pm with Pastor Glenn
ministering also.
Check out the ad for radio

Pastor/Prophet
Juan Bellard
Join us tonight (Thursday)
and Friday at 7:30pm nightly
in a powerful “Youth Explo
sion” with Pastor/Prophet Juan
Bellard of Los Angeles, Cali
fornia. Prophet Bellard was a
drug addict, thief and male

schedules. See you at Break
through, 1940 49th Street
South. Call us at (727) 3214986 or fax us at (727) 3213937. Check out our website:.
www.breakthroughcc.com.
Email us: Pastor@breakthrough or norma@breakthroughcc.com.
No dress code - come as
you are! Dress casual - its hot

prostitute. But God - saved,
healed and delivered him.
Now he’s traveling across the

outside.

country getting folks delivered

Church---- ------Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.,

and the Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church family extend
to you a warm invitation to
join us in our Sunday Worship
Services, Sunday July 1st and
to all upcoming events and
activities during the week.
Services begin at 8am with
the Deacons Ministry leading
the devotion. The Voices of
Friendship (All Choirs) will
render songs of praise, the No.
One Ushers will serve and
Pastor Evans will preach the
unadulterated Word of God.
Church school begins at
9:30am with Superintendent
Deacon Percy Miller presid

administered during both ser
vices.
“O

Lord,

thou

has

searched me, and known me.
Thouknowest my downsitting
and my uprising, thou understandest my thoughts afar off. ”

begins at 10:50am. Choir No.
One will render song service

at

noon

and

Thursday Night are growing
as we continue to study the
“Parables of Jesus” and other

ing.
A second service is held at
10:45am opening with the
Minister of Music, Brother
John Frazier and Praise Team.

Noonday Bible Study, also
each Wed., from 12 noon2pm, Bread of Life Ministry
serving lunch to needy in the

with them on Sunday, July 1st.
The Angelic Choir will render

serve. Holy Communion will
be administered in both ser
vices.

song service and Usher Board
No. One will serve in the 7am
early morning worship ser
vice. Sunday school begins at
9:30am with Superintendent
Deacon Philip Carter presid
ing. Mid-moming worship

and Usher Board No. One will

Also, at 3:30pm, the Gen
eral Home Mission will meet,
Sister Gladys D. Newton,
President. The Nurses Guild
will meet Thursday at 7pm,
Sister Essie R. Evans, Presi-

dent. Also the Deacon and
Trustee Board will meet at
8pm.
The Bible Drill Team will
rehearse on Friday, June 29th
at 6:30pm. Deacon Jim Ander
son, Commander. Vacation
Bible School will be held July
9th-13th. Theme for this year
is “Jesus to the Rescue”. Plan

the Honorable Frank Peter
man, Jr., District 55 Democrat
Representative. Representa
tive Peterman is a native of St.
Petersburg, FL. He is the

The past weekend was
filled with both fun and excite
ment with a spiritual overtone.
Years ago, the Greater Mt.
Zion A.M.E. Church Stuart

Director of Public Affairs,
Juvenile Alternative Services
Programs of St. Petersburg. He

Board thought it fitting to
express their gratitude to the

ministerial staff Will administer
communion.
A salute to our own Ms.
Carleah East, daughter of Mr.

Youth Enrichment Hour.
Our Bible Study

community.

Pleasant: Grove MBC
Pastor Joseph Gordon and
the Pleasant Grove Church
family invite you to worship

to join us this Sunday, July 1 as
we celebrate the Last Supper.
Pastor Hardy will preach the
word; Pastor Hardy and the

leah was awarded the BA
degree in Psychology, with a

helpful scriptures.
Wed., July llth: 12 Noon

Holy Communion will be

service for Class Leaders Day.
The speaker for this event is

Carl &-Dr. Gloria East and
granddaughter of sister Elsie

Wednesday

about Jesus. Deacon Philip
Carter, General Superinten
dent and Sister Ruth D. John
son VBS Co-ordinator.
Let us continue to support
and encourage our youth.
Thought for the Week:
“Go to the ant, thou sluggard;
consider her ways, and be
wise.” Proverbs 6:6

to be here for an exciting time
studying and learning more

Burgesses. On May 5th Car

minor in Sociology from the
University of Central Florida
in Orlando. Close family and
friends were present for Carleah’s graduation. Her accom
plishments include Florida
Merit Scholars, graduated
from St. Petersburg Junior
College (now St. Petersburg
College) with honors in 1999
and moved to Orlando to fur
ther her degree in Psychology.
She is currently working in her
field as she studies mental
health counseling in a Master’s
program at the University of
Sarasota. Best wishes to our

1 Islamic Services

TaIeem - 12:00 p.m.

Home: 896-8006

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to, invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship 7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Sunday school teacher, pas
toral relations committee chair,
and social action chair.

eat, fellowship, and enjoy.
United Effort Day com
menced with a picnic at Wals

Tune in to WTMP each
Sunday morning for the radio
outreach ministry at 10:40am.

ingham Park in Largo, FL. In
addition to plenty of good
food, there was lots of serious

If you are in need of prayer
contact Bethel at (727) 822-

fishing going on. There has
been a lot of talk about “the

2089.
Weekly Calendar:

ones that got away”. The chil
dren especially enjoyed fish

Monday,

Boy

Scouts,

Bible

Study,

ing. One little boy was so
excited about -reeling in a bite

as though Pastor Williams is
not only a fisherman of Men,
but he is also a fisherman of
Fish.
This grand event ended
with a church visit from the
bishop of the Eleventh Episco
pal District, representing Flori
da and the Bahamas. Bishop
John Hurst Adams delivered a
dynamic message at the 4pm
Sunday service on June 24,
2001. His sermon was entitled
‘Commitment Breeds Quali
ty”. Bishop Adams’ message
highlighted Mark 12:28.
Whatever you want to do in
life, put quality time into it.
Sometimes we may need to
make a new commitment to an
old commission.
Do not
depend on “luck”, because
luck has no place in a Christ
ian’s life. Whatever you aspire
to do, work hard at it.
Please view the Greater
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
advertisement for a listing of
weekly church services, bible
study and prayer meeting.
Tune in each Sunday morning
at 8:30am to our Live radio

that instead of pulling back on
his reel, he mistakenly threw . broadcast on WRXB, 1590 on
his pole in the watef?However, your radio dial. Remember,
as fate would have, the pastor
is the only person who man-i
aged to reel in the bass. Seems,

Bible Study.
Thursday, Youth Church,

you are always warmly wel
comed at Greater Mt. Zion
A.M.E. Church.

Bethel Cornmunity
Baptist Church
1045 - 16tE Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

Rev Manuel L. Sykes
Services
Bro. Robert Smith

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483
'Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

ty Baptist Church where he
serves as associate minister,

6pm.
Friday, Love Feast, 6pm.

St. Pete, FL

the opportunity to reaffirm
unity between worshippers in
an environment that encour
ages brothers and sisters, both
young and the adventurous to

worship with them Sunday,
July 8 at the 10:30 morning

Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.

this event and appropriately
named it United Effort Week
end. This occasion provides

Representative Peterman is a
member of Bethel Communi

7pm.
Wednesday, Noon day

820 20th Street South

They designated the last week
end in June of each yeaf for

appointed to the Federal Task

Sister Maria Scruggs, pres
ident of the Class Leader
Counsel and class leaders
extends an invitation for all to

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.

officers and members of the
church on an annual basis.

Force, Pinellas County Hous
ing Authority Commissioner.

6:30pm.
Tuesday,

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Masjid Al-Muminin

is married to June Kicklighter,
.father of Sydnee, Frank W, IU
and Jordan. He served on the
St. Petersburg City Council

very own Bethelite for her
continued success.

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Mt. Zion

Pastor Hardy and the
members of Bethel invite you

Psalms 139:1-2
Weekly Schedule:
Thurs., July 5th: 7-8:45pm,
Prayer/Praise Services and
Bible Study, also 7:45pm,
on

s.

Sunday School .. .................... 8:45 a.m

Sunday Morning Bible Class........................9:00a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship......................... 10:30a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday......... .. . ,7:00p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ...................5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class......... .. .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class ... .7:00 p.m.

Worship Service
Prayer Services

....................... 10 a.m
. ...Wed., 6:30 p.m,

Bible Study............ Wed., 7:30 p.m.

ST MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

1301 - 37tk Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Church School....................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................................................................. 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.................................................................... 5 p.m.
Evening Worship...........................................

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
lUlfel
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR
'

Schedule of Services

6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

Thursday..............................................................................................................

.7 p.;n.
Rev Brian. K. Brown

St. Joseph Church

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service'
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

“One week from church makes one weak.”

Mt. PilgrIm

MISSIONARY

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Baphst Church

4000 - 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Rev. WiIIiam VV. Johnson, Pastor

Sunday School............ .................. 9:30 a.m.
Worship Service........................................... .. . 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service ........................Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study......................... Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study........................ . Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Aainti- fffoau.5.£,d ’ffoi

L7/z£

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

PleaAant (ftove MiAAJawG/uf,

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.'
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

&

Gkutoh

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship...............................................................7:00a.m.
Sunday School....... .........................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.......................................
,10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union................................................................ 4:30p.m.
Communion................................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays..................... .....................................................7:30 p m.

fffuhviz

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church
2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM.
9:00 AM....
5:00 P.M....
7:00 PM....
6:00 PM....
7:30 PM.....

..PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ................SUNDAY
...............CHURCH SCHOOL.................................SUNDAY
........ FELLOWSHIP & DINNER........... ..
.TUESDAY
.....................BIBLE STUDY.................................. TUESDAY
...............PRAYER SERVICES .......................... TUESDAY
...... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL.................THURSDAY

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor
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Holiness Tabernacle
Church Of God In Christ
Elder B.K. ThroughgoodAdjutant General, Instructor
and Speaker on Tuesday night,
Elder Aubrey Ghent and His
Sacred Guitar nightly, and

ORLANDO - The public
is invited to enjoy a spirit filled
week at the 2001 Florida West
ern Jurisdiction Holy Convo
cation & Florida Auxiliaries in
Ministries
Convention.
COGIC
members
from
1 throughout the State of Florida
twill be arriving in Orlando, FL
on July 23id to begin their
Holy Week of Convocation,
having daily Convention
Workshops at the Omni Rosen
Center on International Drive
and nightly worship services at

Holiness Tabernacle - (former
ly Malone Memorial), 401
South Ivey Lane.
International
Recording Artist,

Gospel
Moses

Tyson, Jr., will make a special
appearance at the convocation.
The Public Relations Coordi
nators of the event are Dr.
Israel Peniel and his wife, Glo
ria of Tampa, FL.
The theme for the convo
cation is “Holiness: Our Foun
dation, Our Faith, Our Future”.
Convocation guest include the

Travelers Rest Missionary
Baptist Church-------------—
We are honored to extend a
warm welcome to all who will
visit our fellowship on Sunday,
July I, 2001. Sunday school
begins, promptly at 9:30am,

of their monthly meeting on.
Saturday, June 30, 2001 at
10am.

along with our new member
orientation. Morning worship

Bible Study - An indepth study
of God’s scripture - llam.

service is at llam. Pastor
Browne will continue his ser

Mass Choir rehearsal, 7pm.
Sat., June 30, Deaconess
meeting, 10am. Funeral Ser
vice for the late Brother James
C. Smith, llam.

marks the first year to include
the Florida Auxiliaries in Min

■ keepers and the Men’s Min
istry will greet the waiting con

Mon., July 2, Pastor’s
anniversary committee meet
ing, 6:30pm.

istry (FAIM) Convention, with

gregation. Holy Communion
will be served.

International Drive, where the
Florida COGIC Delegates are
staying during the week of
Holy celebration. Another first
for this year’s Holy Convoca
tion is the start of an Annual
COGIC Day filled with family
social activities at Universal
Studios Florida.
For more information,
contact Dr. Israel Peniel, Pub
lic Relations Commissioner of
the Holiness Tabernacle
COGIC at (813) 493-8385;
(813) 975-8707 or (407) 2955994.

PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

mon series on the “Conspiracy
of Man”. The Mass'Choir will

Districts #2 and 5 will
sponsor a clothing and food
give-away on Saturday, July
14,2001 from 8am until 12pm
on the parking lot. This com
munity project is to help those
in need. Please stop by!
Members of the Dea
coness Ministiy are reminded

Saint Mark
’ Sunday- Church School,

9:45am
11:00am

Worship Service,

•Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR"

6:00pm- 7:00pm

Spiritual Counseling

• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
7:00pm- Until
• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
’ Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
■ Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

9:00am- 10:00am
2232 62nd Avenue South

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

Founders Day, with the Rev.
The pastors, officers, and

Geoige Clark ID, of Daytona

members of Emmanuel Chris
tian Fellowship Church, in

Beach, FL and family wor
shipping with us. Rev. George

Convention 2001
Going forth after deliver

It will include seminars for

shop, and a Youth Gospel
Explosion
on
Saturday

dence Day on July .4!!

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE

Turning the

World

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

S
H
I
P

visit us at 2512 - 22nd Avenue
South.
Bishop Preston Leonard
and the members of Christ
Gospel Church look forward
to seeing you there.

Sunday Services:
Churcn School.................................. .............. ......................... 9am
Praise & Worship Services..............................................10:30am
Tuesday Services: Prayer Service............... .. . ..................
6:30pm Dr. Alvin Moore,
Pastor
Bible Study.................................... .............. . ................... 7pm

Join us as we lift up the name of Jesus

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

3455

26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554
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"Church of The Open Door"

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11 :OO a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

please contact Christ Gospel
Church at (727) 327-0997 or

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228

O
W

If you have any questions
concerning registration fee,

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

CENTER

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

evening. This is a night created

sending up praises of their own
on Saturday, June 30th with a
Bible Bowl and Spelling Bee
Competition, a Music Work

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

L
L

music, and fun activities.

The praise and worship
will begin Thursday, April
28th and will conclude Sun
day, July 1st.

ance ...

Tuesday Bible Class ............................... ............... 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting.................. .............8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service............................... ,..............8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School;. 7.,.•. 11 a.m.

CENTRAL

Our prayers are with you
always.

Texas and Pastor John Baker
from Tallahassee, FL.
The youth will also be

If you need transportation
to church, please contact the
office (822-4869) by noon on
Saturday.
We look forward to seeing
you in church on Sunday. God
bless all and Happy Indepen- -

Morning Worship . .................. . . .-..................11 a.m.
Night Worship . ..................................... . . . . . . 7 p.m.

E

at 9:30am. You are welcome to
; share in any/all of our services.

- 7:30-8:30pm.

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School.............................................. .'.9:30 a.m.

FELLOWSHIP

share with us.
Sunday school will begin

burg as we render international
praise to our God, Jesus Christ
during Convention 2001 here
in St. Petersburg.

AH Nations Church of God By Faith

F

celebrate

Spencer Thomas from Pana
ma City, Evangelist Yvonne
Eke-Oduro from Houston,

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

GRACE

will

Come and join us at Christ
Gospel Church of St. Peters

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Ckurck

Travelers Rest

1500 ,N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Ckurck Pkone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

..............

Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

Rev. Fleming TarvoPastor

Sunday Services

I

Sunday Service..............................
• q r\r\
c1 c? 1 1
.........................................................o:UU a.m.
Sunday bchool ...................................................................
q.30
Mottling Worskip .........................
ii
Dap tist training U tuon ........................................
5-00

A «

Weeldy Services

Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bjtle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Mid-Morning Worship Service . . . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School..........................
9-30 a m
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) . .7:00 p.m.

everybody is sometody and Christ is all.

Rev. DonaId
F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

3:3

We

Wed., July 4, Prayer and
Praise, 7-7:30pm; Bible Study

Morning Worship: 11 am

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

St. John

for the youth and by the youth!

Sabbath School: 9 am

Sunset

Kingdom of God. ”

This is an event you won’t
want to miss!

SATURDAYS

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

man be

speakers, including Apostle

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

unto thee, except

bom again, he cannot see the

Clark will bring the soul stir
neighbors to worship with us, ring message as always, dinner
on the 1st Sunday in July, the will be served immediately
after service. Please come and
1st.
vites their many friends and

There will be many guest

(727) 867-2400

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

“Jesus answered and said
unto him, verily verily, I say

Upside-Down.

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

African Methodist Episcopal Church

Emmanuel Christian

everyone, uplifting gospel

A.-

• Sunday-

Weekly Activities:
Thurs., June 28, Mid-Day

sing songs of praises, Usher
Board #1 will serve as door-

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO
YOUR KNEES, YOU'RE IN THE

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

\d CAT

Elder Michael & Evangelist
Ucretia Johnson serving as the
Convocation Revival Evange
list on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday nights. Under
Bishop Bell’s direction, this
year’s Holy Convocation

stimulating workshops sched
uled during the day at the
Omni Rosen Center on

Bishop H. Jenkins Bell

A

Sunday School................ .
Q-30 a ni
Morning Worship ............................................ .. .11 00 a m
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study . .................................... .. ......................7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) . . . . .6:00 p.m.
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Sunday School

....'

Morning Worship

.

.. .9:30 a.m.

... .11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

rr

Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worships 11:00

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Chureh

Bihle Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School.......... .................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

„

~

Rev. Clyde WHIiams

We welcome you at all times.

‘To God Be The Glorfo

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship................................................7:45 a rn
SundaySchool...............................................................9:15a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship .................................. 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ..................................... 5;00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship .................. Wednesday 7:00 p.rm
Bible Study/Prayer Service.......... Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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Significance OS Cancer Screening Addressed At Symposium
TAMPA - All hearts and
minds were on one accord
Thursday, June 14th, 2001 at
the Florida Gala 2001

-

Prostate Cancer Unites All
Men symposium. Significant
and life-changing information
was both given and received
by men who have embraced
the concept and are making
prostate cancer screening an
important part of their very
being, and who have joined the
ranks of those doing their
utmost to disseminate this
information to all men.
The program, consisting
of a cocktail reception and din
ner, included guests: Brendan
McLaughlin, anchor, WFTSTV, 28; Richard and Lea
Beard, Gala Chairs; Senator
and Mrs. Connie Mack; Mon
signor Laurence Higgins; Sen
ator Bob Dole; Robert J.
Samuels; Theodore Couch; J.
Thomas

Touchton;

and

William J. Catalona, M.D.
This event helped to make
possible the services and sup
port needed to raise awareness
of prostate cancer and help
men, and those who love
them, fight this disease.

Read A
Newspaper
Every Day

Volunteers Needed

Wanted: Ethnic Organizations
or culture, such as general
information about a specific

religious or political nature will
not be considered for this

International Celebrations is
looking for ethnic organiza
tions and clubs to participate in
The
University
of

country, cultural aspects of a
region or country, costumes of

event.

a specific culture or country,

please contact Creative Arts
Theater at (813) 931-2106^ __

Petersbuig’s history.
This interactive exhibit

Tampa/Tampa

• Ethnic Demonstrations:
An actual demonstration of a

includes theatrical galleries
such as an 1870 general store,

Kick-Off Event to be held on
Friday, Sept. 21st, 2001 from
5-9pm at Plant Park and the

ST. PETERSBURG - In

serves, and presents St. Peters

TAMPA - The University

order to maintain the muse
um's high level of educational
and historic programs, the St.

burg's history through exhibi
tions and special programs. On
permanent display is the Vfrrffe

of Tampa/Tampa Recreation

Petersbuig Museum of Histo

Through Time Gallery, fea
turing a chronology of St.

ry is currently recruiting volun
teers. Volunteering at the
museum offers an opportunity
to assist staff in preserving the
history of St. Petersburg and
Pinellas County.
Volunteers are an intricate

a 1913 trolley car, and the Try
History On For Size Gallery,

part of museum operations.

where visitors can see them
selves in vintage costumes

Positions are available in areas
such as the front desk, the
museum

store,

education,

exhibitions, administration,
speaker's bureau and in the
archives and collections.
An information meeting
for those interested in volun
teering will be held Thursday,
July 19th, 10am at the St.
Petersbuig Museum of Histo
ry.
For more information,
please contact Amy Nolan,
Curator of Education at (727)
894-1052 or visit the museum
on the internet at www.museumofhistoryonline.org.
The St. Petersbuig Muse
um of History collects, pre

International

Recreation
Celebrations

For further information,

the City of Tampa Recreation
Department, Creative Arts

ticipate in the International
Celebrations Kick-Off Event

. Theater, and The University of

is August 20th, 2001.

Tampa Office of International

This event is produced by

Programs.

The piano was invented in
Italy in 1709.

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

particular folk art or activity
from a particular country or

H.B. Plant Building on the
campus of The University of
Tampa. This event is free to the

etc.

Deadline to apply to par

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

culture.
• Ethnic Costumes: One

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

or more members of your
organization' may choose to

Rev. Mother Superior Williatns has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

dress in a costume from a par
ticular country or culture. This

through mirrors creating the
illusion of wearing period

public.

clothing.
Significant

participate in one or more of
the following manners:

helps to add to the general

mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or

atmosphere of the Internation

false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence

• Ethnic Display: A dis
play that addresses a specific
aspect of a particular country

al Celebrations event.
•
Please
note:
,■ Displays/demonstrations of a

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

artifacts

include a canoe of the Tocoba
ga Indians from the 1500s, a
replica of the world's first
scheduled commercial airliner,
and a 3,500 year old mummy.
The St. Petersburg Muse
um of History is open Monday
through Saturday from 10am
until 5pm, and Sunday from 15pm.
The museum currently
features Souvenirs of FloridaFrom Tasteful to Tacky until
September 15th. 2001.

Ethnic oiganizations may

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene

the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell’you of lucky
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials —_Menders

HiI

Eevlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

Hires Hairstyling
3427 - lltk Ave nue Nortk
St. Peterskurg, FL 33713
Telepkone: 323-8649

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
/ was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. MOther Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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Thnaf respects

St. Pete

Clearwater

Final Rites

Final Rites

CAREY, SUE ANN, 46,
died
June
19,
2001.
Survivors include: mother,
Irene Carey; three sisters,
Brenda (Samuel) Peeples,
Kathy J. and Linda S.
Carey; one brother, Wesley
J.
Carey;
two
nieces,
Samantha L. & Annie
Peeples;
two
nephews,
Samuel L. Peeples, III,
Robert L. Belote, Jr.; loving
friends, Betty & Alvita
Peeples, Sandra & Leroy
Rachel, Gloria & Tommie
Stewart & Billy Peeples &
Ida Green. McRae Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

Affirmation

SMITH, CATHERINE,
65, died June 17, 2001.
Survivors include: two sons,
John Henry (Pewe) Smith
and Thomas (Jesse) Smith; a
daughter, Valerie Denise
(Necie) Smith; a daughterin-law Joann C. (Jobie)
Smith; one brother, John
Wesley (Blue) Smith; a sis
ter, Patricia Pless Askew
(Pinkie); one granddaugh
ter,
Shaneva
Denise
(PooBear)
Evans
;three
grandsons,
Ahmaad
Deshaun (Maad) Smith,
Jamayel Ramir (Mir) Smith,
Rashad Migue (Gummy)
Smith; two great grandchil
dren; three nieces; three
nephews; and a host of
grand
nieces,
nephews,
cousins
and
friends.
Young’s Funeral Home,
Clearwater.

Remember that you are
only what you strive to be
with hard work, prayer,
steadfastness and dedica
tion. Nothing in life will be
served to you on a silver
platter. God has given you a
special talent. Nurture It and
use it to do unto others as
you would have them do
JONES,
JOSHUA
CAINE, 19, died June 17,
2001. Survivors include:
mother, Melvina Jones; one
brother, Joseph M. Jones;
maternal grandmother, Ella
Stringer;
three
uncles,
Charlie Adams, Richard
Adams III, Leon Adams;
special aunt, Sandra Rachel;
Francina D. Brown; and a
host of aunts,
uncles,
cousins,
and
sorrowing
friends. McRae’s Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

unto you. Be The best you
can be in all things - this is
what is expected of you.

F"
’I
Gainesville
Final Rites
L
J

DELL, TAYANA
RENEE, 4, died May 21,
2001. Survivors include:
mother, Denise J. Dell; her
loving grandparents, Joseph
and Dora Dell; a brother,
Brian
Mhrphy;
sister,
Monique Wilson; one uncle,
Joseph Dell, Jr., and fiance,
Ruth; one aunt, Cassandra
Dell and friend, Dan Miller;
seven great uncles; three
great aunts; a host of
cousins and many caring
friends who loved her dear
ly. Chestnut Funeral Home,
Gainesville.

PRAYER
HELPS

/ ©hduaYtes

GREEN, MARIE, 96,
died June 7,2001. Survivors
include:
two daughters,
Shirley ((George)
Ford,
Mattie Lee (Bill) Blakley;
five sons, Andrew, Vertince
(Julie Mae), Roy Earl
(Gail), Jimmie Lee and
Roosevelt Green; a host of
grandchildren, great grand
children; as special cousin,
Mary Ann Rich; a very spe
cial friend, Louise Wilson;
one God-daughter, Mary
Scott; a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and sor
rowing friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

LEE, LOLA MERRIX,
84, died June 8, 2001.
Survivors include: five sons,
Willie James (Celest), Jesse
(Thelma),
Robert
M.
(Maxine), Carson, Luther D.
(Edith),
and
Dwayne
Lee;one daughter, Evelyn
Mitchell; one step-daughter,
Mae Spaulding; one sister,
Linnie Williams; three sis
ters-in-law; two brothers-inlaw; two daughters-in-law;
one Goddaughter, Alma

Howell; twenty-seven grand
children; and a host of great
grandchildren,
nieces,
nephews, cousins and many
sorrowing friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

HOUSTON,
OLLIE
BERNICE, 75, died June
16, 2001. Survivors include:
her husband, Rev. Joseph E.
Houston, Sr.; three daugh
ters, Tascha J. (George)
Wilkerson, Fatima Houston,
Georgia
Lee
(Amos)
Gordon; three sisters, RuthLee Battle, Anna Pearl
Arline,
Mary
Newkirk;
three brothers, Roosevelt
(Yvonne) Harris, James
(Roberta)
Buckner,
Joe
(Pearl) Lee Harrell; three
brother-in-laws; four sisterin-laws; nine grandchildren;
twelve great-grandchildren;
four God sisters; one God
son; and a host of aunts,
uncles, cousins and friends.

law, Betty Tolbert-Davis
and Richard Tolbert, Jr.; as
well as uncles, nieces,
nephews, cousins, in-laws,
and many friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

Ocala
Final Rites

TOLBERT, ANGELENA J. “ANGEL”, 39, died
June 7, 2001. Survivors
include: Survivors include:
a loving husband, Richard
L.; two daughters, Brittany
and Kenya; a son, Kenan;
her father and step-mother,
Rommie and Essie Mae
Jones; six sisters, Linda
Alexander, Durcilla Hale,
Diane
Cherry,
Shirley
Mattair, Carolyn Johnson
and Sabrina Henderson; a
brother, Rommie Jonas, Jr.;
two step-brothers, Van and
Daryl Hale; a stepsister,
Sonica Mitchell; a sister-inlaw, Connie F. Tolbert;
eleven
brothers-in-law;
mother-in-law and father-in-

GREEN,
MAMIE
DEWESE, 80, died June 12,
2001. Survivors include:
loving
husband,
Aggie
Green;
two
daughters,
Barbara (Sam) Love, Vivian
(Charlie) Hairston; one son,
Eugene Green; seven grand
children; two great grand
children; two Goddaugh
ters; three sisters-in-law;
two special nephews, John
(Carrie) Dewese and Alton
Dewese; two special nieces,
Sarah (Leonard) Robinson
and Joyce Sparrow; a host
of other nieces, nephews,
cousins
and
sorrowing
friends. Summers Funeral
Home, Ocala.

OLIVER, LAURA, 87,
died
June
16,
2001.
Survivors include: three
loving daughters,
Ethel
(James)
Nelson,
Dr.
Clemmye (George) Jackson,
Grace
Huffman;
seven
grandchildren; nine great
grandchildren; two great
great-grandchildren;
one
Goddaughter,
Weader
Simpsoti;
one
Godson,
Tevin Smith and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins
and
loving
friends.
Cunningham Funeral Home,
Ocala.

— CUNNINGHAM'S —
Funeral Home, P.A.
"Your Friends Who Care"

An Easy Way to Pay

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

In Advance For Your Funeral
WILSON, ANGIE D.,
39, died June 16, 2001.
Survivors include personal
friends, Shaunta Wilson, S.
Porter, P. Salmon. McRae
Funeral
Home,
St.
Petersburg.

"Yes, that's right, there
is an easy way to pay

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

for your funeral and
have peace of mind."

Licensed Funeral
Directors

A.L, CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353
The average funeral costs much less today than most people

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

think. However, in the future, an average funeral will cost
more.
If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't pose
a financial burden to those left behind.

Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your
needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan you
want and if you relocate - your plan goes with you.

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.

Don't delay ...

Call or Write to us today

A Full Service Firm

to learn more about

17OO - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Robert C. Young

funeral planning.

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

McRae Funerai Home

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.

1940 Martin Luther King jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

& Howard)

Clearwater, FL

442-2388

Edna L. Matt

"Service is the Soul's Highest Calling"

DON’T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!
You CAN be insured TODAY,
Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Bus. PH
Home
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt.

Prince Matt, Jr.

(727) 328-0466
(727) 867-4246
(727)426-1106
Funeral Director & Mortician

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one
Your first decision may be
the most important one

Prince Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE

• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705
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Norman E. Jones,
Family Resources
Support Groups For II, Added To
American Stage
July 2001
Board OS Trustees
Resources at (727) 5504250.

CLEARWATER - Family

Resources Support Groups for
July 2001 are listed below:
• Alai-teen: Meets on the
second, third and fourth Mon
days of the month at the Lakeview Counseling Center, 626
Lakeview Rd., Clearwater, at
6:30pm. For information, call
Family Resources at (727)
298-2624.
• Grandparents and Kin
Caregivers Raising Children
Support Group: Meets Mon
day, July 2, and Monday, July
16 at the Sanderlin Center,
2335 22nd Avenue South, St.

Dakeyan Graham, Tish Graham and
Anthony Graham

New First Union M. B.
Church, in Tampa. He is the

Graham was chosen to be one
of the 350 students to attend

president of the Step Team,
vice president of the Youth
Ministry and president of the

tion, call Family Resources at
(727)552-1009.

anyone wishes to help make it
possible for “Dre” to visit our
nation’s capital for the leader

ST. PETERSBURG Norman E. Jones, U officially
became a member of the
American Stage Board of

ST.

PETERSBURG

-

The 2001 edition of “A Pinel
las County Citizen’s Guide” is
available. The guide includes
addresses, phone numbers and
term expiration dates for pub
lic officials ranging from Pres
ident Bush to state and local
Officials. It also includes infor
mation

about the courts,

judges, state attorney and pub
lic defender. Every Pinellas
County municipality is listed
with its city hall address and
phone number.

Stage’s doors to an important
voice in the community, mak

Trustees last Saturday, June 16,

2001 Citizen’s Guide
Is Available -----------

ship conference please call
(813)685-0212.
Written by Brittany McAl
lister, Tampa student writer.

their sons achievements.
Dakeyan is a member of

Norman E. Jones, II

to 8pm. Four consecutive ses

Church. 2025 22nd Avenue
South, from 6:30pm to 8pm.

(God’s Anointed People).
Dre is in need of sponsor
ship for his eleven day trip. If

opportunity to meet elected
officials. The parents of
Dakeyan are, Antony and Tish
Graham who are very proud of

of Ftvm Tlie Mississippi Delta
made one of this theatre's
deeper dreams come true - a
dream to open up American

Parents Who Care: Meets
Thursdays at Family Re
sources, 3821 5th Avenue
North, St. Petersbuig, from 6
sions must be attended to com
plete the course. For informa

Youth Praise Team GAP

coming trip.
The students will have the

lacking to this point.” Mitchell
added, “Norman’s passion and
hard work for Amencan Stage
during our recent production

For information, call Family

By Brittany McAllister
TAMPA - Dakeyan “Dre”

to go to our nationscapital and
is very excited about his up

board,” said Lowry, “He has a
wonderful connection to this
community that we’ve been

North, St.. Petersburg, from 6
to 8pm. For information, call
Family Resources at (727)
552-1009.
• Parents Who Dare are

Petersburg, at 10:30 am and on
Monday, July 9, at St. Joseph’s

Young Tampa
Student Is To Attend
National Young
Leaders Conference

the National Young Leaders
Conference. Dakeyan is going

• Teens Talk About Real
Issues: Topics include school,
truancy, drugs, sex, alcohol,
friends, and more. Meets
Thursdays at Family Re
sources, 3821 5th Avenue

bus where he attended public
school including The Ohio

Jones has been an effective
and active leader in sponsoring

International Press - an
African-American culture and

and presenting cultural events
both in Columbus. Ohio and
St. Petersburg. He was the

sports wire service. He is the
father of three children and has

unofficial

African-

American Snowbird for over
20 years. He soon earned the
title of St. Petersbuig’s Official
African-American Snowbird
by promoting Black History
month for the city for 20 years.
“I am extremely honored
to become a trustee of Ameri
can Stage,” said Jones, “It has
always been my desire to bring

mailing.
The guide is also available
on the League web site:
www.ij.net/league.

READ A NEWSPAPER

More Awards For FAMU History
Professor —------ —-------- —------

the voices of St. Petersbuig.”
Jones is a native of Colum

2001, at the organization’s
annual working retreat at the
Arts Center, near downtown in
St. Petersburg.

city’s

Most libraries have a sup
ply of the guides or you may
send a self-addressed envelope
to the League of Women Vot
ers of the St. Petersbuig Area,
P.O. Box 11775, St. Petersbuig
33733, or telephone the
League office, 896-5197, to
leave a recorded message with
your name and address for

ing this theatre a multi-cultural
institution that celebrates all

State University. He is a jour
nalist and works for Heritage

three grandchildren.
American Stage is a notfor-profit professional theatre
founded in 1977. Its mission is
to reveal and celebrate the
hearts and minds of the people
of our community by explor
ing the human condition
through live professional the
atre. Now in its 23id anniver
sary season. American Stage
presents five plays on its 135-

the human race closer together
by utilizing the mediums of the

seat capacity Mainstage each
year. The theatre's other pro

Arts. This position allows me
to continue my desire at a
higher level.”
American Stage Manag
ing Director Lee Manwaring
Lowry and Artistic Director
Kenneth Noel Mitchell are
both thrilled to add Jones to the
theatre’s Board of Trustees.
“I’m really excited about what
Norman will bring to the

gramming includes: a threeplay Theatre For Families sea
son, including the SchoolTour
production; classes for chil
dren and adults; and a summer
camp for children. New
Visions, a program introduced
in 1995, presents the latest
inspirations by contemporary
playwrights.

The Chisholm-Mingo
Group Inc. Receives
Advertising Agency
OS The Year Award

TALLAHASSEE - Four

The Black Caucus of the

is the magic number for Larry
Rivers a professor of History at
Florida A&M University. He

Emancipation.
‘These awards are like

American Library Association
recognized Rivers for his out
standing contribution to non
fiction literature by an AfricanAmerican writer. He will
receive that award during the
organizations’ annual confer
ence on June 18,2001 in San

NEW YORK - The
Chisholm-Mingo Group, Inc.

and U.S. Postal Service,
The Chisholm-Mingo

icing on the cake,” said Rivers.
“It is nice to know that people'

Francisco.
Last year, Rivers received

has been named BE 100
Advertising Agency of the

Group is most revered for its

recognize the hard work I put
into the book and also that they
recognize the many significant

the D. B. McKay from the
Tampa Historical Society for

Year. The honor recognizes
one of the nation’s premier
African-American agencies,
whose incomparable experi

of companies such as clients
Denny's and Texaco. Under its

ence, creativity, and unique
insights into the multicultural

ened these companies' rela
tionships within the African-

marketplace, makes it the
African-American agency-of-

has received four awards
recently for his book Slavery
in Florida: Territorial Days to

his significant contributions to
Florida history. Slavery in

contributions African-Ameri
cans have made to the history

Horida: Territorial Days to
Emancipation is a comprehen
sive study of slavery in Horida

of Florida.”
He is the recipient of the

Moore Award, the Carolyn
Washbon Award, and the

Larry Rivers

Black Caucus of the American

da Historical Society, Rivers

Library Association Literacy

has set a precedent.
“This is a unique situa

Award for Nonfiction.
The Florida Historical

with the Rembert Patrick
Award, named after the former
editor of the Horida Historical
Quarterly, the Harry T. and

Society named Rivers’ book

tion,” said Wynne, “Never has
anyone won this number of

the best book published on a

awards. The awards are a trib

Harriet V. Moore Award,
named after the slain Brevard

Florida subject fhr the year
2000, the best ethnographic

ute to the book’s appeal to a
variety of readers, from history
specialists to the general pub

County NAACP director and
his wife, and the Carolyn
Washbon Award by the Hori

lic.”
The Horida Historical
Society will present Rivers

da Historical Library Founda
tion, at their annual meeting on

history of Horida, and the best
popular history book of Horida?According to Nick Wynne,
executive director of the Hori

pride at the book’s success. He
said that the first run of the
book sold out in four days and

choice to a host of prestigious
clients.

American segment of the Cen

The agency's expertise in

sus 2000 campaign is credited

the pace hasn’t slowed down

multicultural marketing, crisis
management, research and

in the success of the increased
census count among African-

public relations has earned it

Americans.
The Chisholm-Mingo
Group remains 100% minori

too much since then.
On the heels of the success
of Slavery in Horida, Rivers
has a new book out that he co

an impressive client roster that
includes Amtrak, Bureau of

authored with Canter Brown,
Jr., author of several works on
Horida - “Laborers in the

Census. 2000, Denny's, Gener
al Motors, Texaco, Royal
Line

For more information on
The Chisholm-Mingo Group,

Vineyard of the Lord.”

International, Seagrams Amer
icas, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy

go online to www.chisholmmingo.com.

K—

NEAR ALBERTSON'S PLAZA
2910 54TH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG FLORIDA

OPEN: MONDAY - SATURDAY 10AM - 7PM
SUNDAY 12NOON - 5PM

Locally Owned and Operated

Cruise

CINCINNATI - Thomas
J. Knott, n, a 19-year employ
ee of Federated Department
Stores (FDS), has been pro
moted to corporate director of
vendor development and
diversity at Federated. In his
new position, Knott will over
see the planning, direction and
execution of Federated’s sup
plier diversity initiatives and
will play an integral role in the
development and execution of
the company’s total diversity
programming.
Knott currently represents
Federated on the boards and
advisory councils of organiza
tions such as the National
Minority Supplier Develop
ment Council (NMSCD),
Retail and Apparel Industry

&

—:—y

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE
SAVE $2°°
30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,
Lube, Visual Inspect., PLUS “Free Full Service
Car Wash”

*25.99
Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/6/01

ated and the vendors with
whom we deal in the minority
business community will ben
efit from his tremendous
expertise in this arena.”
Knott, 41, is a graduate of
Ashland University in Ohio.
He began his career as a sales
associate at Lazarus, Midwest
division of Federated, in 1982.
After successftilly completing
the company’s management
training program, Knott held
numerous positions of in
creased responsibility, includ
ing sales manager, group sales
manager, buyer and group
buyer. Prior to his current pro
motion, Knott served since
1999 as manager development
for Federated.

Group, Women’s Business •t,

Federated

(NYSE-.FD),

Enterprise National Council

with corporate offices in

and

Cincinnati and New York, is
one of the nation’s leading
department store retailers, with
annual sales of more than
$18.4 billion. Federated cur

National Center for

American Indian Enterprise
Development.
“Throughout his entire
career, Thomas has proven to
be a real asset to Federated,”
said Dave Clark, vice president
of human resources for Feder
ated. “He has the skill, the
drive and the resolve to
enhance Federated’s vendor
diversity outreach efforts, and I

rently operates more than 425
department stores in 33 states
and Puerto Rico under the
names of Macy’s, Blooming
dale’s, The Bon Marche, Burdirtes, Goldsmith’s, Lazarus
and Rich’s.

"I believe that the unarmed truth and unconditional
love will have the final word in reality. I still believe
that we shall overcome."
- Martin Lather King, Jr.

Donald R. Collins
Financial Advisor

American Express
Financial Advisors Inc.

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

i3n3iaiBj@jaj5iaisiWWaiWWWSiaiaiBJSiaiaisi2iaianE
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• Custom Waxing & Detailing

J//

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

1

Wjl

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

1

Shear Essence.!
TOTAL HAIR CARE

i

Extension Weavino and Braidino

&

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

328-7189

1

327-1900

328-7289

1

DETAIUNG
CENTER
SINCE 1958

am confident that both Feder

ty-owned and operated-

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

CARWASH)
(QUIKLUBE)

727-866-6944

Caribbean

Thomas Knott
Promoted To
Director OS Vendor
Development/
Diversity At
Department Stores

|51

May 25,2001.

Footwear: Nike/Adidas/Saucony & More
AppareI: Damani Dada/Avirex/KarI Kani & More
Men's, Women's & ChiIdren's Sizes

watch, The Chisholm-Mingo
Group rebuilt and strength

American community.
The Chisholm-Mingo
Group's work on the African-

and Rivers is beaming with

Rembert Patrick Award, the
2001 Harry T. and Harriet V.

crisis management on behalf

Thomas Knott

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

THE

, "FRESH 1

FULL
SERVICE
CAR WASH

WORKS!' fN SHINE" ’
SAVE $250! SAVE $2°° i SAVE $1°°
FULL SERVICE
Car Wash, JJudi£orai
1
Soft Cloth Car
CAR WASH
1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, |
Under Chassis Spray & ■
Polish Wax,
Rust Inhibitor, WheeI Brite, ■
Poly Sealant, Air 1
Armorall Tires, &
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite
Air Freshener

Coral

Blue ■
1
I

M4.00 | Ml.50 :
Plus Tax • (Reg. $16.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/6/01

Plus Tax • (Reg. $13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/6/01

■

Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

a
1

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10

1

Coupon EXPIRES 7/6/01

PM'

• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM
- WALK-INS WELCOME -

[|

I
1

<

$8.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

|p
IE

(727) 419-1509

* *

f

G
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
1

Lakebrook Park Apts.,

Non Profit Organizations

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
NOTICE TO OFFERORS

St. Petersburg, 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apts. For infor
mation call 727-5270061. TTY 1800-9551339, EHO.

We will design your
website

Sealed bids will be received by the Purchasing and' Materials
Management Director, City of St. Petersburg, Municipal
Services Center, 5th Floor, One 4th Street North, St. Petersburg,
Florida, 33701 for 910-82 Three-Year Contract to Furnish and
Install Decorative Lighting, Bid No. 5905A, Bid Opening at 3:00
PM, Tuesday, July 3, 2001. You may download this bid package
at www.stpete.org/purchase/purchaseAtm. The City of St.
Petersburg, Florida reserves the right to accept or reject any and
all bids. The City reserves the right to waive technicalities on
bids. The decision as to what constitutes a technicality shall rest
solely with the City of St. Petershurg, Florida. Louis Moore,
CPPO, Director of Purchasing and Materials Management.

we Welcome Your Letters
To The Editor

Send vour lettsrsAQi
2500 - 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Do YOU HAVE
SOMETHING YOU'D
LIKE TO SELL?

.Why

ADVERTISE IT IN THE

REASONABLE OUR

underground drops, practice safety rules and procedures perform other duties as

various tools ond equipment and use of two-way radio. Good verbal, written ano

chairs, tables, street banners, computer parts, office equip-

interpersonal communication skills. Works outside in various weather. May drive tor

ment-and some City logo merchandise and gift items. The sale

long periods of time.

be accepted in cash, check, MasterCard or Visa. For more infor

Apply in tenon:

Clearwater
2530 Drew St

Caring for Pinellas

FOR INFORMATION ON

Pinellas Park

Pre-empIoyment drag screen ond background check is required.

Job Hotline: 797-1818, txt 8040

County, Florida since

Car Jack Alarms

1977

CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the

Join Us On The Road
Be A Part of the Team

terminally ill.

as a

Accepting Applications

Road Patrol Police Volunteer

RNs, LPNs

1427 34th St S.

(FL License Required)

By contributing 8-12 hours each month,

& HHA./CNAs
CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

.The cooling capacity of art
air conditioner is measured
in BTUs or British Thermal
Units. One BTU is the amount
of energy required to heat
one pound of water by one
degree Fahrenheit.

14995 Gulf Blvd., Suite C
Parkside Mall

EOE/AA/M/F/V/H

Is A Dangerous Problem

(727) 323-5959

Madeira Beach

333 Ft St. N

,2114 Drew St

S.

St, Pete
11500 9th Stf N

CAR-JACKING

St. Petersburg

(Both FL cert, needed)

586-4432

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

you can do a great deal helping us:

'

300 E. Bay Drive

-• Direct traffic at accident scenes

Largo, FL 33770-3770

• Assist at crime scenes
• Handle a variety of police calls

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

READING IS
VITAMINS FOR
THE MIND

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
social justice.""
-Martin Luther King, Jr.

with proven clean driving record. Skills include ability to drive company vehicle,
gaff/climb poles, climb ladder, lift and carry up to 85 pounds. Proficient in the use of

All items will be sold as is, and are non-returnable. Payment will

OR COME IN TODAY:

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

field audits ond investigate ony illegal hookups, submit doily reports, trace ond tag
assigned. High school diploma or equivalent required. Valid Florida dnver s license

896-2922'

9th St.

service of on account is active or inactive. While performing audit, this position will
olso verify accuracy of database. Duties include verification of house/service, perform

and 30th at the City of St. Petersburg’s Consolidated Warehouse,

mation, call 551 -3000.

Please Support Our
Paper by Supporting
Our Advertisers

TAB AUDITORS

runs Friday from 2 to 6pm and Saturday, Sam to noon.

RATES ARE.

Dr.M.L.King,J^ on Api^ l6,1963

COMMUNICATIONS

more will be offered for sale at a giant City yard sale, June 29th
290 16th St. N. (behind the Public Utilities Complex).
Other items for sale will include City surplus items-desks,

be happy

to see how

2500

TIME WARNER
full-time

klers, PVC pipe, hand tools, hardware, electrical supplies and

Challenger?

Call

TAB AUDITORS

The purpose of this joh is to perform field audits in the system to determine whether

Never used warehouse stock, such as, cans of paint, lawn sprin

Weekly

^Men^foryears now, have been talking
about war and peace. But now no longer can
theyjust talk about it. It is no longer a choice
between violence and nonviolence in this
world,ifYnonviolenceornonexistence^-

WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

not
CITY HOSTS GIANT YARD SALE - FRI. AND SAT.

You'll

FREE

727 540 9525

Help us to continue building community
partnerships with your valuable service!
For Details, CaII
Officer Bob Ortiz

OftO 71/11
O x w"Z I « I

ST. PETERSBURG POLICE DEPARTMENT

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2

NEWS DEADLINE IS
12 NOON SATURDAY

We must welcome the future, remembering that
soon it will be the past; and we must respect
the past, remembering that once it was all that
was humanly possible.

-George Santayana

“Hatred and bitterness can never cure the disease of fear; only
love can do that. Hatred paralyzes life; love harmonizes it.
Hatred darkens life; love illumines /t"- Martin Luther King, Jr.

THIS WEEK’S HOROSCOPE
(

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE!

Tips For A Heart Healthy Life
From The American Heart Association

•If you smoke, quit

"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion "

• Exercise regularly

)

\ Taurus

kj&H

An Affiliate of

isff, 77/

The Weekly Challenger

• Get motivated by using the One Of A Kind"

(727) 896 - 2922

personalized health management program
from the American Heart Association by

1

•Photography & Journalism

logging onio www.onelife.omericonheart.erg,

• Advertising

©y

Aries

• Special Events

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!

9-11-20
32-43-49

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

CA^H 3

5-7 2-4 8-3
4-6 7-5 1-2

)

Gemini

May 21 to June 21

MUx Catch up on family news with a
distant relative. You enjoy being busy, but
your hectic schedule must be revised if
you want to get projects done on time.
Consider getting an answering machine
td screen all your phone calls.

You’ll feel as though you could
conquer the world! You’ll achieve the
most if you let go of past resentments and
focus on your positive traits. Chart a mod
erate course and you will achieve the
goals you have set for yourself.

®

Sagittarius
November 22 to December 21

You're restless for change, but it’s
best to take it easy for the time being.
Romantically, things are lovely. Take long
walks with your mate or a trip together.
Enjoy the peace—after December, you’ll
feel as though you’re on a roller coaster.:

June 22 to July 22

December 22 to January 19

You’re in a position to make your
dreams come true. Be patient. Delays
may seem like the order of the day, but
your good humor will help you weather
them. A romantic dinner date with your
mate will put the sparkle back in your eyes.

You’re prepared to give your all
in the coming weeks to make your mark.
Just don’t waste energy trying to rein
vent the wheel. Learn to ask for help and
delegate chores. Schedule mental
health time for yourself.

Aquarius

(July 2310 August 22

Address,
City____

have little patience for the
shortcomings of others, but hold your
tongue. Try counting to 10 before blast
ing someone; you’ll be glad you did.
Romance may bloom, as you are in a
sexy and passionate frame of mind.
'^j^T'You

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal? ____ If sc, who is your carrier?.

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
. 1 Year-$18.00
6 Months - $9.00
I
j

Scorpio

Capricorn

Cancer

Name

876 119 560
438
578 773 624

September 23 to October 22

you are preoccupied with the
meaning of life, and you may find yourself
doing some soul searching, it’s important
to get involved in something larger than
yourself. Let your altruistic side come
through and your world will be filled with joy.
October 23 to November 21

have plenty of time to
assess a potentially explosive personal
situation. Avoid jumping to conclusions;
examine all the possibilities. Finances
look bright; you may receive an overdue
check or be repaid a loan.
(

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

x • if I

April 20 to May 20

''-O?You’ll

• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

Libra
March 21 to April 19

vU7you'll be extra sensitive to criti
cism this week, so limit caffeine or other
stimulants that might make you jumpy.
Exercise or work on fun hobbies to relax.
Take a day trip to a museum or visit an art
gallery to add variety to your life.

Allene Gammage-Ahmed
• Eat a balanced diet low in saturated fat

YRS. EXPERIENCE. COMMIS
SIONED. MUST POSSESS GOOD
COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND BE
PERSONABLE. COMMISSION ONLY.
PLEASE FAX RESUME TO
(727) 321-3025

Make checks payable to:

'fiBeeklu (Gpallenger

(

> )

VirgoAugust 23 to September 22

75^'One thing’s for sure—your life
will be exciting this week. Don’t be taken
aback by sudden changes in plans.
Expect the unexpected; be flexible and
have a backup plan ready. Socializing'
can be fun if you’re spontaneous.'

©

January 20 to February 18

Friends may seem like a burden
this week as they unload their problems
on you. Take it as a compliment. Just
make sure you have an outlet for your
own frustrations so you don’t take on
another’s burdens as your own.

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

You’re feeling sad over a recent
loss, but remember, time heals all wounds.
Friends and family are there for you.
Respond warmly and let yourself be taken
care of a bit. It is great to be strong, but it’s
also nice to be babied once in a while.

